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Editorial

After what has been a challenging few
months, the IEU wants to personally thank
every member for their extraordinary
contribution and dedication to
maintaining quality education throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic.
The challenges members have faced
have been unprecedented but have been
met with determination and a collective
resolve to provide our students with the best
learning outcomes possible.
Throughout this time, the IEU and its
branches have continued to advocate for
members – whether in relation to protecting
vulnerable workers, ensuring schools
meet critical health and safety provisions
or representing members in the midst of
unjustified stand downs by their employers.
Collectively we have faced a great
challenge and it is our solidarity that will
continue to take us forward as we tackle the
ongoing issues COVID-19 will present for
our school communities.
As we move back into a more “normal” way
of working, we present to you a monumental
edition of Independent Education that focuses
on what makes our union strong – you.
We start with the launch of ‘inFOCUS’
(p6) – a section dedicated to highlighting
outstanding members of our education
and union communities. Neselinda Meta
has been strongly tied to the IEU for many
years as she’s progressed through union
leadership positions, now the President of
the Council of Pacific Unions (COPE).
We feature contributions from IEU
members and officers in ‘Learning Curve’
(p9) and ‘Maslow before Bloom’ (p20).
We put a spotlight on the achievements
of IEU members in ‘Lab technicians enliven
science’ (p22), ‘Strong Women: Our
professional and industrial history’ (p28) and
‘Carmen makes outstanding contribution as
teacher and leader’ (p30).
‘An environment of solidarity’ (p24)
gives a comprehensive account of the
union movement, climate change and
environmental degradation, as we mourn
the passing of staunch union leader and
environmental activist Jack Mundey.
I also commend the work of our IE
journalists who have explored professional
issues with industry experts on pages 10, 14,
18, 24 and 35.
Terry Burke
iemagazine@ieu.asn.au
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Victoria
Challenges of 2020 deliver registration flexibility
In these unprecedented times, IEU members in Victoria expressed
anxiety about the possibility of not being able to meet key requirements
for registration due to disrupted employment and/or remote learning
constraints over the period of students learning remotely. As Victorian
registered teachers would be aware, the requirements for annual renewal
for fully registered teachers include 20 days of practice and 20 hours of
professional learning activity over the 12 month period from 1 October 2019
until 30 September 2020. With a registration renewal date earlier than most
other states, disruptions covering months can have a negative impact.
For Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT) Provisionally Registered Teachers
who are granted this initial form of registration for two years, the disruptions
due to COVID-19 could mean that a significant number may not have
completed either the required 80 days of teaching and/or the evidencebased process necessary for applying for full registration. A substantial
number of provisionally registered teachers work as casual/emergency
teachers in their first and sometimes second year, so they can be particularly
impacted by disrupted work.
The IEU has raised these issues with the VIT, and reassuringly, registered
teachers recently received an update from the Institute explaining how all
of the above registration issues can be accommodated. In essence, this
year no teacher will be precluded from being able to renew their register or
having their provisional registration period extended due to these COVID-19
related challenges.
Tasmania
COVID-19 causes pause
The Tasmanian Department of Education advised all Tasmanian schools in
April of postponement to the Years 9 to 12 Curriculum Framework project,
the draft Vocational Learning in Tasmanian Schools Framework and draft
Requirements and Guidelines on the delivery of VET in schools.
The Years 9 to 12 Project Steering Committee met in late March and
discussed ways forward given the change in priorities, resources and staffing
associated with COVID-19. The Department determined that the health and
wellbeing of students and staff was felt to be a key priority at this time, which
has led the Steering Committee to decide to pause external consultation for
the Years 9 to 12 Project until further notice.
The Department advised that the key implication of this pause is to provide
new courses using the Years 9 to 12 Curriculum Framework. It outlined that:
• the priority is to ensure a full curriculum for Years 11 and 12 in 2021
• Australian Curriculum offerings for Years 9 and 10 will remain unchanged
• new courses using the Years 9 to 12 Curriculum Framework will not be
developed and delivered in 2021
• a consideration of when new courses may be developed will need to
occur, but noting the dynamic nature of the COVID-19 situation, this will
need to be assessed and determined as the situation unfolds.
Northern Territory
Employer application dismissed by FWC
An employer application to terminate the existing Kormilda College
collective agreement has been dismissed by the Fair Work Commission
(FWC) after opposition from our union.
Kormilda College has been operating as Haileybury Rendall School (HRS)
since 2018, following the sale of the school.
The existing Kormilda College collective agreement continues to provide
coverage for former Kormilda staff employed by HRS.
Prior to the employer’s application to terminate the agreement, IEUA-QNT
members in the Darwin school had been negotiating with the employer to
replace the agreement.

Before negotiations were halted by the application from
HRS to the commission, employees remained concerned
about key employer claims, including:
• an expectation to work additional ‘reasonable hours’
without defining what ‘reasonable hours’ are
• compulsory participation in extracurricular activities for up
to 40 hours per year
• payment of wages and salaries monthly rather than
fortnightly
• the exclusion of some employees who have previously
been covered by the agreement.
IEUA-QNT Organiser Jengis Osman said the decision
was a welcome outcome for members and should allow
bargaining with the employer to resume shortly. Osman
said members had displayed resilience and persistence
in challenging circumstances. Our union is seeking urgent
resumption of negotiations with the employer to reach an
in-principle agreement that can be put to ballot.
Queensland
Union committed to new and updated agreements
Despite the challenges posed by COVID-19 in schools, our
union remains committed to developing new and updated
collective agreements.
While COVID-19 health and educational issues have led to
delays in recent bargaining timeframes, current uncertainties
mean we need collective agreement protections of our
wages and conditions now more than ever.
Throughout early Term 2, the IEUA-QNT provided
assistance to Catholic employers with the drafting of text
for an agreement to go to ballot. At the time of writing,
employers had committed to meeting with our union to
progress the finalisation of the agreement.
IEUA-QNT also sought the urgent resumption of
negotiations with Queensland Lutheran Education in May.
Members in Queensland Lutheran schools sent a clear
message to their employer at the end of Term 1: “Return to
the bargaining table without the agenda to cut, control and
constrain conditions.”
A number of significant employee claims including
workload interventions, school officer conditions, updated
PAR arrangements and wage outcomes were outstanding.
IEUA-QNT chapters in Queensland Presbyterian and
Methodist Schools Association (PMSA) schools finalised their
bargaining claims in mid-May.
It is anticipated that initial bargaining meetings will be held
with PMSA employer representatives later this term.
In the face of major disruption to the education sector,
our union continues to fight for members’ rights while also
supporting them through a period of substantial challenges.
South Australia
Stand downs: too early, too deep and too brutal
Leading into Easter, many SA Catholic schools gave staff
letters of full or partial stand down. The IEU is in dispute with
the employers over the legitimacy of the stand downs, the
lack of consultation over this major workplace change and
the lack of recognition of notice and representation rights
under the enterprise agreement. In essence, the Catholic
employers have cut too early, too deeply and too brutally.
The schools had not suffered a “stoppage of work”; they
simply feared a decrease of income due mainly to fee remissions.
There was no genuine exploration of other ways to deploy
affected staff. Generally, the imparting of news was not handled
sensitively. Employees’ fates were in a sealed envelope handed
to them just before the holidays. This has unsettled many
members who have become distressed and anxious. Many see
this as a rejection of their many years of dedicated service when
they were simply told that their work is “not essential”.

With the high return rates for students in Term 2, most
stand downs are being reversed quickly. This does not undo
the psychological and financial damage done to employees.
Australian Capital Territory
Members take action as employers stall
During Ramadan, the teachers at the Islamic School of
Canberra took protected industrial action, stopping work
for one hour, from 8.50 to 9.50am on 30 April to protest a
protracted enterprise bargaining process.
Since 2016, the IEU and the School Board of the Islamic
School of Canberra have been engaged in negotiations
with no end in sight. This is the second time teachers at the
school have applied to the Fair Work Commission to take
protected industrial action.
Patient with their employer, teachers persevered through
the school’s many challenges, including threatened
deregistration, ongoing funding issues and a change of
ownership. Until April 2019, teachers at the school had not
received a pay rise in more than five years. They are now
more than $10,000 a year behind colleagues in other NSW
and ACT schools – a gap that is only growing.
“Staff employed at the school are an extremely dedicated
group who have stuck it out for their students, the school
and the wider community during a tough time,” said IEU
Organiser Lyn Caton. “They are not making any ambit claims
but merely trying to preserve their rights and entitlements
and align their conditions with teachers throughout the ACT.”
These teachers are also experiencing diminution of their
employment conditions. “The members have confirmed their
concern and dissatisfaction by returning unanimous support
for industrial action,” Caton said.
New South Wales
Standing up to stand downs; pressing for pay rises
The rapidly evolving COVID-19 situation necessitated
IEU members responding in creative and resilient ways,
including meeting the challenges of remote teaching
and learning. Union members in all non government
education sectors stepped up to provide education and
care to students and support to families whose lives and
work had been severely disrupted. Principals, teachers in
early childhood, primary and secondary schools and post
secondary settings, counsellors, and support staff in many
diverse roles, adapted to the challenges of working from
home and/or their workplaces.
While negotiating for a safe return to school in Term 2,
the IEU has focused on the health, safety and wellbeing of
members, at the same time protecting their industrial rights
under current agreements. The union successfully resisted
stand downs and advocated for the interests of casual staff.
It continues to insist teachers only teach via one mode of
delivery at any one time.
While dealing with COVID-19 issues and implications,
the union has also been advocating, via the Catholic
Commission for Employment Relations (CCER) and the
Association of Independent Schools (AIS), for Catholic and
independent sector employers to continue negotiations
for enterprise agreements. Unlike their government school
colleagues, members in NSW Catholic systemic and Catholic
independent schools are yet to receive a pay rise for 2020.
IEU members have been holding chapter meetings by
phone or video conference and finding creative ways to
engage collectively to ensure that their voices are heard.
Members have acted in solidarity to protect working
conditions and promote safety at work. “We need to work
flexibly and creatively and not throw out our hard-won
protections – there has never been a better time to join the
union,” one union member said.
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“I believe that
teaching is a
calling that
gives great
purpose to
one’s life and
it is never the
same one day
to the next.”

Neselinda Meta
Recently elected as the President
of the Council of Pacific Education
(COPE), Neselinda Meta has
been a Building Our Leadership
Development (BOLD) union woman
and passionate teacher for the past
two decades, writes IE journalist
Jessica Willis.
Neselinda is a classroom teacher and
deputy principal of a newly established
primary school, of around 100 students,
in Vanuatu.
“I became a teacher because of my
family background,” said Neselinda.
“My parents were both teachers and
as the eldest child I was responsible for
looking after my seven siblings.
“I also grew up in a village where
I liked working with children, for
example, as a Sunday School teacher
and doing activities such as camping
out with children.
Neselinda remembers her first years
of teaching as tough but foundational,
as she honed her professional
judgement and learnt how to work with
her colleagues.
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“The first years of teaching were
challenging as I was young and I
questioned my decision making,”
she said.
“However, it was good experience
and I learned a lot.
“I am now experienced in the field
with a lot of confidence within myself to
do my job well and to serve to the best
of my ability for my students.
“I believe that teaching is a calling that
gives great purpose to one’s life and it is
never the same one day to the next.”
Neselinda said one of the basic human
needs is belonging and, as a teacher,
you experience a sense of belonging
because you have a place to go every
day where you are needed and you pass
on that feeling to your students.
“It’s about building people and
helping them become more of what
they are meant to be,” she said.
“The relationships you develop as a
teacher are absolutely amazing. You
are meeting people at a critical point in
their life and having a good chance to
be part of their lives,” she said.

Of course, no matter where you
are in the Pacific (or the world), the
challenges of the teaching profession
seem to be universal.
Neselinda believes the hardest part
about teaching is making sure you
establish good connections with your
students, meeting and managing the
demands and expectations of parents,
and ensuring you are always a strong
role model for your students.
Unionism in the Pacific
Neselinda joined her union, the
Vanuatu Teachers’ Union (VTU),
as soon as she graduated from
teachers’ college and has remained
a strong union activist since,
focusing particularly on organising
and facilitating women’s networks
throughout Vanuatu and the Asia
Pacific region.
“I first joined [my] union when I
graduated from teachers’ college.
“The message around that time was
that the union was a body who fought
for teachers’ welfare which is why I

decided to sign up,” she said.
Being an active union member is
important to Neselinda, as members
are what ultimately give the collective
strength in numbers, contribute to the
broader education of workplace health
and safety rights, further the quality of
the teaching profession and provide
more opportunity for training and
professional development.
As part of the VTU, Neselinda has
worked hard to help negotiate wage
increases for teachers in Vanuatu,
implement collective bargaining with
the Teaching Service and Ministry of
Education (of Vanuatu) and provide
training to members.
Natural disaster and crisis aid
Another significant function of the
VTU is to give advice and support to
members during times of national
crisis and natural disaster, to ensure
the health and safety of educators,
students and their communities.
Confronted by three major crises in
2020 so far (COVID-19, tropical cyclone
Harold and a volcanic eruption) there
has not only been significant disruption
to education but extensive damage to
homes, shelters and food and water
sources.
Neselinda said the VTU was helping
bring relief to members during and
after these national crises through:
distributing food, health and sanitary
items including mosquito repellents
and paracetamol drugs; and ensuring
members on different islands are
reached by hiring boats to distribute
aid items and check on them.
Capacity building for
women in the Pacific
Elected as Secretary of the VTU
Women’s Network in 2009, Neselinda
held this position for 10 years.
In 2015, Neselinda was awarded the
COPE Alisi Fusi Wightman Scholarship
for her work in ensuring that the
women within the VTU, particularly
those in outer regions, receive capacity
building skills and rights knowledge
through a dedicated schedule
of training. Some of the activities
Neselinda helped organise over this
time included:
• a 2014 workshop to broaden and
strengthen unionism among women
in the VTU women’s network and
launch the Unite for the Quality of
Education for All campaign
• a 2017 workshop on implementing
the United Nations' Sustainable
Development Goals though
developing workplans
• a 2018 food preservation workshop
to further educate women on food
preparation (a lack of fresh food
became a reality for members after

•

•
•
•

•

the devastation of tropical cyclone
Pam in 2015
professional development in 2018
on gendered violence; domestic
violence is a big issue in Vanuatu and
teachers are encouraged to address
the issue from early schooling
professional development in 2019
on gender equity and education
‘train the trainer’ sessions with union
partners on working rights
projects and workshops to
improve life skills such as sewing
and financial literacy, encourage
women’s participation in leadership
decision making and meetings and
strengthening network building
working with stakeholders on
promoting climate change
awareness and solutions.

These are significant achievements
as the geography of Vanuatu makes it
challenging logistically and financially
for members to come together. It is
through such activities, largely driven
by Neselinda’s leadership, that the
VTU Women’s Network has been
empowered to campaign for change.
Education International and the
Council of Pacific Education Unions
COPE is a registered organisation
of education unions from the South
Pacific and is a sub-branch of
Education International’s (EI) Asian and
Pacific Region Divisions.
It comprises education unions from
Australia (IEU, AEU and National
Tertiary Education Union), the Cook
Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, New Zealand,
Papua New Guinea, Samoa, the
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Vanuatu and Wallis and Futuna.
COPE hosts biennial conferences to
address issues facing education in the
South Pacific. In 2016, Neselinda was
elected to the position of Women’s
Network Coordinator in COPE and,
unsurprisingly, took an active role in
supporting the women's networks in
other COPE affiliates across the Pacific.
Then, in 2017 she was elected to
EI Asia Pacific Regional Committee
and last year became President of the
council.
“I’ve worked with COPE over the last
three years as a Women’s Coordinator
and now as the recently elected COPE
President,” Neselinda said.
These leadership positions, she said,
have shaped her to be transparent in
decision making and trustworthy to her
colleagues.
The experience has also taught
her the true value of unions and how
critical they are to ensuring members’
overall welfare.
“It was a great opportunity taking up
these leadership positions because

I have gained a lot of experience
and have learned a lot from these
different roles.
“I believe I am where I am today
because of the passion I have for my
union and being a union member.
“I’ve developed both courage and
boldness to be strong and stand as a
leader in the Pacific Union.”
BOLD Woman
Not only has Neselinda worked
tirelessly with women’s networks
in Vanuatu and the Pacific region
but with the IEU’s women’s network
– BOLD (Building Our Leadership
Development).
Last year, Neselinda was a special
guest panellist at the IEU BOLD Women’s
Conference (pictured opposite page),
discussing strategies to encourage
women into union work despite the
pressures of traditional and cultural
barriers.
Neselinda said that key cultural
challenges for women in leadership
include fighting gender stereotypes,
juggling professional roles with
parental and family/caring roles,
being too cautious to take risks and
questioning their own judgement.
“Supporting women’s leadership
in unions and within the workplace,
I believe, is a key to reduce poverty,
promote economic growth and
democracy as well as increase the
wellbeing of women, girls and their
families.
The Alisi Fusi Wightman
Scholarship was created in
honour of Alisi Fusi Wightman,
a Vice-President of the Fijian
Teachers’ Association, the only
female leader at the time, and
union leader during the 1970s
and 1980s.
She had strong values and
encouraged women in their union
and teaching profession.
She was a pioneer unionist who
developed the foundation of COPE.
The scholarship program is
awarded to two female union
activists in COPE and focuses
on developing their union and
professional skills to increase
recipients’ knowledge and
confidence.
The recipients spend one
week in Australia meeting
representatives of the Australian
Education Union (AEU) and the
IEUA, then a further week in New
Zealand with the Post Primary
Teachers’ Association (PPTA) and
New Zealand Educational Institute
(NZEI) Te Riu Roa.
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“I’ve developed both
courage and boldness
to be strong and stand as a
leader in the Pacific Union.”
“Despite these barriers, we women
in our unions have to be strong and
united and share ideas to build each
other up, regardless of our different
nationalities and cultures.
“We are the backbone of the working
world. We must always think about
how to start small and build our way
up from there.”
She believes that within the next 10
years, Pacific education trade unions
will be different as more women
are willing and able to step up into
leadership positions.
They are starting to be seen as
important drivers in the unions of the
Pacific.
“Women in leadership within unions
and COPE are a big challenge because
of our culture.
“As time passes women have begun
to build themselves to become leaders
through training and empowerment
provided by COPE and other nongovernment organisations that work
collectively with unions.
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“It is a reality that cultural restraints
can deny Pacific women their voice and
undermine their confidence to stand up
in public and fight for justice,” she said.
“But women are always concerned
about the real facts of an issue and
readily educate themselves to see
things from different angles.
“Therefore, women are ready to
target issues immediately once they
gain a leadership position, that is why
we need more women in leadership.
“It will make the difference that is
needed,” Neselinda said.
Neselinda’s advice on taking up a
leadership role:
• Lead by example: leaders need to
show not just tell.
• A little humanity goes a long way –
there is a difference between a leader
and a boss.
• Effective communication is important.
• Know your limits.
• Find a mentor.

BOLD IEU Women
The IEU’s BOLD Women’s
Network was launched in 2017
at an inaugural conference which
united 100 women from IEU
branches across Australia.
Within the BOLD program
women members are encouraged
to become active in their union
by networking with colleague
members, attending professional
development, connecting online
and determining what their
leadership development should
look like.
To get involved in BOLD,
members should contact their
union branch.

Learning curve
Amy Cotton, IEUA NSW/ACT Branch Professional
Officer, and Phoebe Craddock-Lovett, a teacher
at Marist College North Shore, write about the
steep learning curve those in education have just
undertaken to deliver the goods throughout Australia.
When it happened, it happened suddenly
The education revolution that had been much talked
about, been touted as the inescapable future, happened
suddenly when the COVID-19 pandemic broke out.
What followed was a steep learning curve for teachers
and support staff, school executives and systems. It went
beyond that, however, as the whole of society learned
something about education. Parents, economists and
politicians alike realised what they should have always
known: schools and early childhood centres are crucial,
and teaching is a hard job and a skilled profession.
Those working in schools found retraining and skills
development was immediate and ungentle. For the rest
of Australia, the stark reality of the vital role that schools
play became immediately apparent. Education as an
institution was exposed as a pillar on which Australia’s
economy and society rests part of its weight, and when
that pillar was removed, everything became unstable.
Ways of life already affected by the pandemic were
impacted further by partial or full school closures, as
parents tried to juggle working from home (if they still
had a job) and becoming (usually unqualified) full time
education assistants. For some children, no school or
childcare meant a loss of regular food sources and safety.
Well-functioning schools and early learning centres
became the focus of politicians and the public alike.
The quick transition to online learning exposed a
massive infrastructure deficit in Australia and put a
spotlight on the inequalities of access to information
technology. The NBN struggled. The largely
unacknowledged gap between those with and without
access to information technology gaped open. The
disparity of access to devices, particularly in financially
struggling households or those with multiple children,
became evident.
Schools have hovered on the edge of technological
solutions for over a decade, some implementing well but
most in patchy, haphazard ways entirely reliant on the
enthusiasm of a few staff members. Many schools lack a
single Learning Management System (LMS), often using
many simultaneously. The result is that students from the
same household could be using vastly different ways to
communicate with their teachers, adding a burden to
the parent community. Worse, teachers trying to cover
colleagues’ classes would need to become suddenly
expert practitioners across multiple platforms. Of course,
different subjects and stages need apps applicable
to their content/cognitive development, but a single
unifying LMS became critical, and many education
workers had to both learn and implement a new system
within weeks, as well as completely rewrite a term’s worth
of lessons for online delivery.
When it comes to creating multimedia content for
lessons, most teachers do not possess the equipment to
do this well, or quickly. Many teachers’ computers lack

cameras or good quality microphones, and poor vision
and sound put viewers off immediately. Also they lack
the software and skills for quality editing and uploading
videos to YouTube. Many were asked to do this using
their own equipment and internet connections.
Some teachers adore technology and have immersed
their teaching and learning strategies in it for years.
But a significant proportion of teachers found the
quickly forced move to online learning a massive shock.
Confidence shaken, the task of translating even the most
functional parts of teaching, such as checking if students
have completed work assigned, becomes overwhelming.
Social isolation is more than physical, it goes beyond
what the students are feeling by being cut off from
interactions with their peers. Teachers and support staff
are fairly social and the daily interactions with each other
about practice lead to innovative, immediate adjustments
to assist student learning. The loss of this outlet, as well
as the rewarding experience of working with students in
physical settings, has been stressful.
There is a real need for recognition that becoming
a remote learning teacher is a huge adjustment and
new set of skills, and much of it by trial and error
implementation. Making adjustments for students
not used to learning remotely, let alone students with
additional needs, is hard and constant work. Many
teachers are being asked to plan for both remote and
in-person teaching (contact your union organiser if this is
so). Many additional needs teachers/support staff have
been redirected to other work at this time.
So what’s the future of education?
Australia seems to have learned that teaching is an
extremely skilled profession, and that any thoughts that
it could be handled by unqualified trainers or artificial
intelligence have been squashed. That’s a definite
positive.
In the past few months, society has been forced to lose
its shyness about being on camera online. This might lead
to more teachers and support staff feeling comfortable
to connect via technology for professional development
and networking possibilities, and perhaps some parent/
teacher interviews may be conducted remotely.
The crisis and learning curve have resulted in more
questions than answers. For instance, will flipped learning
become more of a mainstream technique? Will there be
more opportunities for students to learn remotely? What
changes in school infrastructure and staffing might be
needed to accommodate this in the next few decades?
Will teachers who disliked online learning leave the
profession? Will student results this year, affected by
the anxiety of a pandemic, massive unemployment and
also a hurried implementation of remote learning, mean
that the future of remote, technological learning will be
doubted unfairly?
The answers to these questions are uncertain, but we’ve
just all experienced a sudden education revolution and
the outcomes of that need to be measured carefully and
with an open mind.
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Does every pair of hands in
your classroom hold a digital
device? IE journalist Monica
Crouch hears all sides of the
debate about technology’s
impact on teaching.
“Kids and screen time” has
long been a go-to topic at
dinner parties throughout the
nation. Now, thanks to Growing
up Digital, a new report by the
Gonski Institute for Education
at the University of NSW, the
discussion has shifted focus to
technology in schools – and
moved into the public domain.
The report, released in midApril 2020, is a groundbreaking
exposé of the impact of
educational and personal
technologies in the classroom.
It is based on a survey of 1876
teachers, principals and support
staff from government, Catholic
and independent schools, from
preschool to Year 12, asking
what they are observing as
technology finds its way ever
deeper into classrooms. It was a
mission of discovery with some
unsettling findings.
The Secretary of the NSW
Department of Education, Mark
Scott, was one of the first to
weigh in. “Part of our challenge
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as educators is that this a realtime experiment that’s being
conducted on us all,” Scott said
in a Four Corners episode aired
on 20 November 2019 (the
program gained exclusive early
access to initial survey results).
“It’s not as though we’re wise
adults who can reflect on how
we dealt with smartphones
when we were children,” Scott
said. “We’re learning to use the
technology at the same time
as we’re trying to train young
people to use the technology.”
Professor Pasi Sahlberg, Deputy
Director of the Gonski Institute
and co-author of the report,
says that with technology’s
benefits come challenges to
students’ wellbeing. “It is clear
the problems facing young
people today are complex,“
he said. “But simply banning
devices will not help students
navigate the digital minefield.“
Inevitable and essential
Let’s start with the good news.
The survey revealed that “43
per cent of Australian teachers
and principals believe digital
technologies enhance their
teaching and learning activities,
rather than detract”.

Robyn Ewing AM, Professor
Emerita, Teacher Education
and the Arts at the University of
Sydney (pictured top right), sees
technology in the classroom as
not just inevitable but essential.
“In the age we live in, children
need to be literate in a whole
range of different ways,” Professor
Ewing said. “Today’s children
are used to different forms of
technology from a young age.
All of those things are good and
needed and necessary in the
context in which we’re living.”
A kindergarten teacher
from Sydney, Michelle Smith
(not her real name, to protect
the identity of her students),
embraces technology herself
and enjoys teaching it to her
students. She aims to instil
in her students a continual
willingness to learn by
modelling this herself.
Smith’s kindergartners have
taken enthusiastically to Sphero
and Bee-bots, programmable
devices that move according to
instructions entered into an iPad
– a novel way for young brains
to learn basic coding. Students
at Smith’s school also get a taste
of 3D printing and Micro:bit
– pocket-size computers for
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“There are different kinds of online learning – some
are interactive, some are passive, and there’s a time for
that. But there has to be time to wonder, to ask the big
questions, not just the kind that get an instant answer.”
gaining digital skills. “They love anything
that’s new,” Smith said. “As soon as we
put the Sphero in front of them, their
curiosity is like ‘wow’.”
The young pupils at Smith’s school
not only teach technology how to do
things, they are taught by it. Smith
is a big fan of rED Writing, an app
that teaches handwriting using the
standard NSW font, and several others
that target specific reading skills, such
as diagraphs. When the coronavirus
pandemic struck and the school needed
to shift to online learning, Seesaw and
Google Classroom entered the mix.
But isn’t all this technology
encouraging passivity and physical
inactivity? Smith has an app for that
too: she gets her students moving to
GoNoodle, which offers short exercise
and dance videos that the children enjoy.
The write stuff
A teacher librarian in a Sydney high
school, Greg Jones (not his real name)
is reluctant to lay any social or learning
issues in the classroom at the feet of
technology. “I’m wary of automatically
ascribing any problems to the digital
age,” he said. “There are lots of
students who struggle with writing, but
that’s always been the case, and I don’t
know that those problems can all be
sheeted home to the digital age.”
Jones also sees the advantages of

students having digital technology at
their fingertips. “For research purposes,
it’s brilliant – there is so much more
material that students have access to
in the digital environment,” he said,
referring in particular to the State
Library’s treasure trove of databases
that enable senior students to conduct
research without having to leave their
desks. However, the sheer volume of
material on offer can also overwhelm
them. “It’s the challenge of plenty, rather
than the challenge of want,” Jones said.
In his classes, Jones adopts what he
calls a “mixed approach”. Students take
notes using pen and paper not laptops,
but Jones sets homework to be
completed on their devices and shared
with him on Google Classroom. At his
school, he says, “there wouldn’t be any
classes with no digital interaction but
nor would there be any classes where
it’s solely digital interaction”.
Jones insists on students using pens
in class to improve their handwriting for
the HSC, which is still a written exam.
But there’s another, perhaps more
compelling, reason. “There’s research
to suggest handwriting forges synaptic
connections that typing doesn’t,
especially when you’re summarising
the material you’re writing, so you’re
critically filtering material that’s coming
to you,” he said. “So getting students to
write by hand might improve their critical

thinking, and it can also improve their
speed, which can be useful in the exams.”
Both Smith and Jones point out how
technology helps students who have
typically struggled. Smith says pupils
from non-English speaking backgrounds
“do really well” when they can
participate in online activities alongside
their classmates. Jones mentions a
student with dyslexia for whom text-tovoice technology is a huge help.
Internet versus human interaction
Despite these advances, teachers and
principals are also sounding the alarm
about technology in the classroom. In
March 2016, Sydney Grammar School
made headlines when its then principal,
John Vallance, banned laptops in class,
saying they “distracted” from quality
teaching. He decried the billions spent
on computers in Australian schools as
“a scandalous waste”.
Sydney Grammar students have
access to computers in the school’s
computer lab and they’re encouraged
to use laptops at home – but not
in class. By way of contrast, Smith
describes her primary school as
BYOD (bring your own device):
parents of students in Years 4, 5 and
6 are encouraged to purchase a
Chromebook for their child to bring in.
Not so Sydney Grammar. “We see
teaching as fundamentally a social
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activity,” Vallance said in The Australian.
“It’s about interaction between people,
about discussion, about conversation.
We find that having laptops or iPads
in the classroom inhibits conversation
– it’s distracting.” He’d prefer to fund
teaching staff not technology, he said.
Sydney Grammar’s current principal,
Richard Malpass, agrees with his
predecessor, expressing his scepticism
about ubiquitous devices in a 2018
blog on the school’s website. “Laptops
and iPads are powerfully engaging
devices, but that does not in turn
automatically amount to them being
better tools for children to learn subject
knowledge and develop cognitively
progressive skills,” he wrote.
“We should remind ourselves that
laptops, iPads and the like were not
necessarily designed to further the
profession of education.”
Malpass too emphasises the crucial
relationship of teacher and student.
“We should guard against the risk of
losing focus on the essential qualities
of a great classroom (whatever the
century), and the core dynamic
between a fine teacher and his or her
students,” he wrote.

“There are different kinds of online
learning – some are interactive, some
are passive, they are about sitting and
listening, and there’s a time for that,”
Professor Ewing said. “But there has to
be time to ask questions, and to ask the
big questions, not just the kind that get
an instant answer. And there has to be
a time for wondering, and talking about
the questions for which there aren’t
clear-cut answers.” Children absolutely
need these “substantive conversations“
with teachers, parents and peers.
Professor Ewing emphasises the issue
is not the technology itself, but how it
is used. It is one thing for a student to
spend several hours online researching
and exchanging ideas with classmates,
another altogether to spend it scrolling
aimlessly through social media.
Smith also worries about parents
avoiding meaningful conversations
with their children, citing young parents
in the local park who focus on their
phones while their children play, and
prams with brackets to hold iPads to
keep toddlers, even babies, entertained.
Professor Ewing recommends children
under the age of one not have any
screen time at all.

Meaningful communication
This vital dynamic between teacher
and pupil, and even parent and child, is
what Professor Ewing calls “meaningful
communication” – and it is central to
all learning. And learning to read, she
says, is all about “meaning making”.
She also issues a wake-up call:
children who are “babysat” by
screens from a very early age start
school with thousands fewer words
in their vocabularies than children
who have experienced meaningful
communication.

Fatigued and frustrated
Jones is keenly aware of tiredness
among his tech-loving pupils who play
online games late into the night. “It’s
a really big issue with teenage boys
of 15-plus,” he said. “It’s not confined
to my school, but there are a number
of students who struggle to complete
homework – they’re tired during class
time, and when I ask why, it’s because
they’re playing games.”
A teacher who responded to the
Growing up Digital survey expressed
a different but no less disquieting
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concern about computer games:
“Students seem to spend a large
portion of the day thinking about the
games they play at home during their
classroom learning time, which impacts
the focus they have on their learning.”
Smith notes that her kindergartners
become frustrated if they cannot
solve a technical issue instantly, and
they quickly lose patience with login
processes. “Their mood changes if
they can’t do something or they don’t
understand why it’s not working,”
she said. Similarly, she says, teachers
become frustrated when the internet
is down, interrupting their lessons.
Empathy and the arts
Professor Ewing was not surprised
to discover that 78 per cent of the
respondents to the Growing up Digital
survey noticed a decline in empathy
among students.
As an antidote, she emphasises the
role of literature and the creative arts
in developing empathy. “We’ve got a
lot of research now to show that the
reading of imaginative fiction or story
– you know, books – is really important
for us in continuing to develop our
empathy and compassion,” she
said. “The more opportunities there
are to focus on the imaginative and
the fictional, the more that helps us
understand ourselves as human beings
and understand others.
“The more we can use art forms like
drama and art and music and dance,
which are all literacies in different
ways, because they’re all about making
meaning in different ways, the more
we will be able to imagine different
possibilities and different ways of
making the world a better and more
socially just place,” she said.

Professor Ewing is nonetheless aware that in the face of an
online world that serves up constant colour and movement and
novelty, engaging students in artistic processes is not necessarily
easy. But she is optimistic. “All of us innately need the arts,” she
said. “Slowing things down is important. It’s about less is more and
about enabling us to use arts processes and experiences to look
at the things we take for granted in the world in a different way. It’s
not about the end product but the process.”
Jones says he is yet to meet a student who isn’t captivated by
The Outsiders, the coming-of-age novel by S E Hinton, published
in 1967. And he has paved a way into Shakespeare for his students
through Pop Sonnets, in which author Erik Didriksen rewrites lyrics
by the likes of Beyoncé, the Beatles, Taylor Swift and Queen in the
style of Shakespearean sonnets. Initially released on Instagram,
Pop Sonnets are a unique melding of Elizabethan literature and
the digital age. They engender intense focus among Jones’s
students, who compete to identify each song while simultaneously
absorbing an important literary genre.
The results of this kind of learning are unequivocal, Professor
Ewing says: students who are engaged in arts-rich processes get
their social and emotional wellbeing fed, which in turn means
they fare better academically – and not just in arts subjects, but
in non-arts areas as well.
And once students gain vital critical thinking and literacy skills,
she says, they can more effectively evaluate what they encounter
on the internet. It follows that they are less likely to fall victim to
the kinds of scams, conspiracy theories and “fake news” that have
become increasingly prevalent online in the past five years.
Budget blues
While Smith is squarely among those who see technology
as enhancing learning and teaching, she nonetheless worries
about the financial pressure on both schools and parents.
“Technology is changing all the time, and each time it becomes
more expensive,” she said. Then there are the frustrating
compatibility issues between the devices and operating systems
used in the classroom and those the students have at home.
Some 83 per cent of teachers who responded to the Growing
up Digital survey agree that socio-economic circumstances impact
on access to educational technology. This was thrown into sharp
relief during the recent shift to online learning as a result of the
coronavirus. A family with three or four children, for example,
cannot necessarily provide a laptop and/or iPad for each one.
The Growing up Digital report revealed another unsettling
statistic. “Worryingly, 29 per cent of teachers have noticed an
increase in the number of students coming to school hungry,” it
said. “It is possible this could be an indicator of growing financial
strain on families, perhaps in an effort to keep in step with the
technological advances and expense of devices.”
Igniting interest
Through all this technological transformation and the reach of
technology into the nation’s classrooms, two factors emerge as
timeless. The first is the relationship between teacher and student
that cannot be replicated by any technology.
Jones raises the quote often attributed to Irish poet W B Yeats:
“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.” It is
the role of the teacher, not technology, to ignite that fire. “If you
can stimulate the curiosity of students, they will start to learn and
teach themselves,” Jones said. “And I think that might be where
the most productive learning is done, when it’s self-directed.”
The second is the importance of good old-fashioned books in
the teaching and gaining of literacy. A self-described eBooks addict,
Smith nonetheless believes in very young children experiencing
books. “Don’t shove that thing in their faces!” she wants to say
to parents who absent-mindedly hand devices to their children.
“You’ve got to give them books and the experience of turning pages.”
Professor Ewing couldn’t agree more. “That’s one of the key
indicators and key predictors of success: the amount of reading
and the number of books in the home,” she said.

Stats at a glance

• 43% of the surveyed Australian teachers and
principals believe digital technologies
enhance teaching and learning activities
• 84% believe digital technologies are a growing
distraction in the learning environment
• 60% believe technology has positively
impacted the learning experience for students
with disabilities
• 59% observed a decline in students’ overall
readiness to learn in the past three to five years
• 78% say students’ ability to focus on educational
tasks has declined in the past three to five years
• 83% agree that students’ socioeconomic
circumstances impact on their access to the
technology they need for school
• 67% think the number of children arriving at
school tired has increased
• 80% see a decline in students’ empathy
• 60% see a decline in physical activity.
Source: Growing up Digital Australia,
Gonski Institute for Education, 2020

Six tips for less tech

• Encourage young children to read at least one
book a month for pleasure
• Encourage young children to handwrite a
letter to a loved one every week
• Get children to play outside after school away
from the screens
• Be a role model: be available, not on your
own device
• Take time to talk, tell stories, ask big questions
and wonder together
• Share the reading process: read to each other
Source: Gonski Institute and Professor Robyn Ewing
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Where have male
teachers gone?

Dr Vaughan Cruickshank of the University of Tasmania
examines the research on the declining number of male
teachers in Australian schools.
Primary schools are dynamic environments where teachers
are expected to take on multiple roles, often simultaneously,
to help promote high quality learning and meet the various
needs of their students. These expectations create numerous
challenges and workload demands for all teachers, even before
the recent expectation to move classes online with minimal
time or training. While teaching is a challenging profession
for all teachers, male primary teachers may face additional
challenges specific to their gender and minority status.
Australian primary schools have a high proportion of
female teachers, with the percentage of male primary school
teachers decreasing from 30.24% in 1983 to 18.04% in
2018 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2019). These numbers
include all male teachers in primary school (for example,
health and physical education specialist, principal), so the
percentage teaching in classrooms is even lower. Recent
research (McGrath & Van Bergen, 2017) has noted that if this
trend continues, male primary teachers will become extinct
by 2054 in government schools and 2067 in non government
schools, where the decline is slightly less rapid. Concerned
stakeholders such as parents and school leaders have cited
a variety of reasons why more men are required in primary
schools, such as a perceived ability to act as positive male
role models and father figures (for example, Pollitt & Oldfield,
2017) and make school classrooms more representative of
their local communities (for example, de Salis, Rowley, Stokell
& Brundrett, 2018).
Education authorities (for example, Education Queensland,
2002) have responded to these concerns with recruitmentfocused initiatives, such as scholarships and quota systems.
However, McGrath and Van Bergen (2017) noted that there
are currently no workforce diversity policies focused on
slowing the sharp decline in male teachers. Even though
the Australian government has committed to ensuring that
the teaching workforce broadly reflects both the student
population and Australian community, McGrath and Van
Bergen (2017) noted that diversity policies predominantly
aim to increase the representation of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people, racial and religious minority groups,
people under the age of 25, people with a disability, and
women in leadership positions. They also noted that there
may be a social stigma in advocating for more male teachers
when women still face adversity in many other fields, and
this may lead to policymakers assuming that declining male
representation in schools is less important than diversity
issues in these other professions. While debates surrounding
policy and the need for more men in primary schools will
continue, my PhD research (Cruickshank, 2016) focused on
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helping retain those men already in the profession.
Men often leave teaching because of the gender-related
challenges they face. While challenges such as negative
societal perceptions of men who choose to work with
children, and dissatisfaction with the status and salaries
of the teaching profession can affect some men, I found
that other challenges were more difficult. I surveyed and
interviewed experienced male teachers working in non
government primary schools in Tasmania and found the
biggest challenges these men faced were uncertainty about
physical contact with students, an increased workload due to
expectations to take on ‘masculine’ roles, and social isolation
caused by difficulties in developing positive professional
relationships with colleagues. If male primary teachers
have more effective coping strategies, they might be able
to better deal with these challenges, and consequently
stay in the profession. Participants in my research detailed
numerous coping strategies and supports that enabled them
to deal with these challenges and persist with teaching.
Physical contact
Young children regularly look to their teachers for
affection, acceptance and warmth (Cruickshank, 2019b),
however, numerous studies (eg, Burn and Pratt-Adams, 2015;
Gosse, 2011) have observed male primary teachers who did
not feel comfortable with this aspect of their role. These and
other studies have noted men feel actions such as hugging
an upset or injured child are acceptable for their female
colleagues but are uncertain if this extends to them.
Many of my participants described how they dealt
with their fear and uncertainty about physical contact by
employing a strict no-contact policy for their own selfprotection. They used humour and playing sport with
students at break times to build relationships with their
students in ways that did not involve the physical contact
strategies that their female colleagues used. Other strategies
they described included setting up their classrooms to
minimise incidental physical contact, keeping colleagues
and school leaders informed, never being one-on-one with
students, and moving to a public location to talk with
students. Asking for permission before making appropriate
contact (eg, assessing an injury) and utilising low risk contact
(eg, high fives) were also mentioned by some men. Other
men indicated they were happy to give an upset child a
hug. However, they were fearful of other people perceiving
the contact as inappropriate and making a career-ending
accusation. Those men who were prepared to make the
same physical contact as their female colleagues were
generally older, more experienced and had worked in their
schools for many years. This had allowed them to develop
trust and rapport within their school community.

‘Masculine’ roles
The substantial intensification of workload in recent decades has
affected all teachers, however, additional non-teaching roles are
often socially constructed based on gender (Cruickshank, Pedersen,
Cooley & Hill, 2019). Previous research (eg, Moss-Racusin & Johnson
2016) has suggested that female teachers can be expected to lead
subjects such as arts and humanities and teach younger grades
where a much more nurturing approach is required. In contrast, other
research (such as Burn & PrattAdams, 2015) indicates men are
often expected to perform roles
such as behaviour management,
manual labour, sports coaching,
and being responsible for subjects
such as science and ICT. This
research has also noted that male
primary school teachers report
higher workloads than their female
colleagues because of the smaller
number of men with whom to
share work.
Participants in my research
reported they were expected to
perform these roles and seemed
to have accepted this as a part of
their job. Men primarily employed
strategies such as arriving early
at school and recycling lessons
from previous years to use their
time more effectively, and cope
when additional behaviour issues arose. They also sought help from
other men working at the school, such as the groundsman to help
with manual labour. Many said strong support from their principal
was a vital component of their ability to cope with this challenge,
particularly through ensuring equal allocation of non teaching roles
and responsibilities, and consistent behaviour messaging to reduce
issues caused through inconsistency.

“While teaching
is a challenging
profession for
all teachers,
male primary
teachers may
face additional
challenges
specific to their
gender and
minority status”.

Social isolation
Male primary teachers can often find themselves in schools where
their colleagues are predominantly female, with their only male
colleagues being the groundsman and possibly the principal (Burn
& Pratt-Adams 2015). This minority status can leave male primary
teachers feeling socially isolated within their schools. This isolation
can also be increased by the existence of perceived differences
between male and female teachers (Cruickshank, 2019a),
highlighted by gendered role allocations and calls for more men in
teaching, which are often motivated by a belief that men can offer
something different to their female colleagues.
Participants in my research said they generally got on well with
their female colleagues, but often felt socially isolated because
they did not have many colleagues, particularly male ones, with
common interests. This isolation was particularly evident in the
staff room at break times. Men coped with this challenge by using
strategies such as interacting with other male staff, being proactive
in identifying common interests for conversation topics with all
colleagues, developing positive professional relationships with
trusted female colleagues they could rely on for support, and
pursuing out-of-school hobbies such as clubs and sport where
they could interact with more men and “balance” their femaledominated work environment. Men also described self-isolating
behaviours such as reading the paper and going back to their
office to do work.
Several themes emerged as participants described their
strategies for dealing with these gender-related challenges. These
included the influence of traditional constructions of how men
should and shouldn’t act, schools perpetuating these societal
constructions, and the importance of having strong support
from colleagues and school leaders. These factors all need to be
considered if more men are to be retained in teaching.
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Closing the Gap –
2020 marks a new era
It’s been 12 years since the Closing
the Gap framework was established
to close the life expectancy gap
between First Nations and non-First
Nations people in Australia. 2020
marks a new era in the framework,
as the Coalition of Australian
Governments (COAG) and the
Coalition of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peak Organisations
(Coalition of Peaks) work to create a
new National Agreement on Closing
the Gap which is more inclusive of
First Nations voices. IE journalist
Jessica Willis breaks down the
last decade of the campaign, the
government framework and why a
new National Agreement is necessary.
A social justice campaign
The Close the Gap campaign
was launched in 2006 (prior to the
government’s Closing the Gap
framework), when Tom Calma AO,
the then Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Social Justice Commissioner,
released a report highlighting the
horrific gap in life expectancy and
health standards in Australia.
He called for both First Nations
and non-First Nations health and
community organisations to come
together to ‘close the gap’ in health,
education and employment for First
Nations Australians.
In 2007, Cathy Freeman and Ian
Thorpe helped to officially launch
the independent, Indigenous-led
campaign at Olympic Stadium in
Sydney, and to date over 200,000
Australians have signed a pledge
supporting the campaign.
For the past ten years, Australians
have shown their support for Close the
Gap by marking National Close the
Gap Day in their communities, schools
and workplaces each March.
This day is an important reminder to
hold governments to account in their
commitment towards health equality
for all Australians.
The campaign continues to call

on governments to take real and
measurable action to achieve health
equality for First Nations Australians
by 2030.
They also publish a yearly report in
response to the government’s Closing
the Gap report.
A government framework
In 2008, the then Prime Minister
Keven Rudd and opposition leader
Brendan Nelson signed the Close
the Gap Statement of Intent which
committed future governments to work
towards closing the gap to reduce
disparities in health, education and
employment outcomes.
In November that year, COAG
approved the National Indigenous
Reform Agreement which set out six
Closing the Gap targets:
1. To close the life expectancy gap
within a generation (2030)
2. To halve the gap in mortality rates for
Indigenous children under five within
a decade (by 2018)
3. To ensure access to early childhood
education for all Indigenous fouryear olds in remote communities
within five years (by 2025)
4. To halve the gap in reading, writing
and numeracy for children within a
decade (by 2018)
5. To halve the gap for Indigenous
students in year 12 attainment rates
by 2020
6. To halve the gap in employment
outcomes between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Australians within a
decade (by 2018).
A seventh target was added in 2014
to close the gap in school attendance
by 2018.
Each year, the Prime Minister tables
an annual Closing the Gap report to
parliament, detailing what progress
has been made towards each of the
targets.
Despite more than 10 years, Australia
still has one of the world’s worst life
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expectancy gaps between First Nations
and non-First nations citizens.
Ten-year review and the Joint Council
on Closing the Gap
Leading up to the 10-year
anniversary of Closing the Gap, it
was clear that despite the national
commitment, not enough progress
had been made – many of the gaps
were persisting or widening – and
governments were calling for a
‘refresh’ of the framework.
In 2016 COAG set out to develop
new Closing the Gap targets that could
be better measured and achievable;
however, they continued to miss one
critical factor: the formal recognition of
First Nations voices.
In October 2018, 14 First Nations
peak bodies wrote to the Prime
Minister, Premiers and Chief Ministers
to demand that changes to Closing
the Gap not be made without formal
input and support from First Nations
communities and for a seat at the table
to share in decision making.
This was agreed to and the historic
partnership was marked in March 2019
with the signing of the Partnership
Agreement on Closing the Gap by
COAG and the Coalition of Peaks – a
group representing more than 50 First
Nations community-controlled peak
organisations.
Together they make up the Joint
Council on Closing the Gap who
are developing the New National
Agreement on Closing the Gap.
This is the first time a COAG
Ministerial Council has included nongovernment representatives and is
the first time First Nations peak bodies
will have an equal say in the design,
implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of the policy framework.
A new National Framework
The new National Agreement on
Closing the Gap is set to be finalised
in June 2020 and will draw on First
Nations designed and led initiatives.

The Joint Council will focus on three
priority reforms when developing
the new agreement to accelerate the
progress on closing the gap:
1. Developing and strengthening
structures to ensure the full
involvement of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples
in shared decision-making at the
national, state and local or regional
level and embedding their
ownership, responsibility and
expertise to close the gap;
2. Building the formal Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communitycontrolled services sector to deliver
closing the gap services and
programs in agreed priority areas; and
3. Ensuring all mainstream government
agencies and institutions undertake
systemic and structural
transformation to contribute to
Closing the Gap.
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Pat Turner, Co-chair of the Joint
Council on Closing the Gap and CEO
of the National Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health Organisation
(NACCHO), said there has never been
an opportunity before for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peak bodies
to collectively use their expertise to
close the gap.
“Never have Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peak bodies from across
the country come together in this way:
to bring their collective expertise,
experiences and deep understanding
of the needs of our people to the task
of closing the gap; and never has
there been this level of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander representation in
parliaments and government decision
making positions,” said Turner.
“What we heard overwhelmingly
through our comprehensive
community engagement process is
that structural reform is far more critical
than targets,“she said.
“We must ensure the full involvement
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples in shared decision-making at
national, state, local and regional levels.
“We must also support Aboriginal
and Torres Strait islander people to
control and deliver the programs and
services our communities need.
“And finally, we need Australian

governments to contribute through
structural changes to mainstream and
government funded services, such
as universities, hospitals and policing
and courts.
“Governments say that they are listening
and support the Priority Reforms.
“But listening is more than a nod
of the head, it requires the Priority
Reforms to be translated into tangible,
properly funded, actions that deliver
real benefit to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people no matter where
they live.”
The Close the Gap campaign echoed
Turner’s sentiment in a statement
saying: “Indigenous involvement
and participation is vital – when our
peoples are included in the design
and delivery of services that impact
their lives, the outcomes are far better.
However, now that partnership is in
place, governments must commit to
urgent funding for Indigenous health
equity and solutions to prevent further
entrenching our social and economic
disadvantage.”
Where we are now
The Closing the Gap Report 2020
released in February confirmed
the need for a fundamentally new
approach to closing the gap and
closed off the era of reporting against
the targets set by governments.
The report revealed that the target to
close the life expectancy gap for First
Nations people is only on track to meet
two of the seven targets, finding that the
life expectancy gap between First Nations
and non-First Nations men is as high as
8.6 years and for women 7.8 years.
However, the early childhood
education and Year 12 attainments
targets were found to be on track as
well as some improvements in reading
and numeracy, employment and
health.
While literacy scores for First Nations
students have slightly improved over
the past decade, at least 20 per cent
are still behind the national benchmark.
First Nations employment rates are
still below the national average and
gains in health have been equal to or
smaller than the health gains for nonFirst Nations Australians meaning that
the ‘gap’ is persisting.

In the case of child mortality rates,
the gap has widened since 2008.
Turner said governments need to learn
from these failures and not repeat them.
“The truth is that the existing Closing
the Gap framework was doomed to fail
when it was designed without the input
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people,” Turner said.
“We know what will work best for our
communities and the Prime Minister
even acknowledges in this report that
our voice was the missing ingredient
from the original framework.
“This historic partnership could be
the circuit breaker that is needed.
“However, if they view this process
as little more than window dressing
for the status quo, the cycle of failure
evident in [the 2020 report] is doomed
to continue.”
No matter which framework or
campaign we refer to, the role of
educators and education remains
critical to advancing closing the gap.
Accessible and culturally inclusive
schooling means all Australians
have an equal opportunity to access
health care, health education and
employment.
For more information on how your
school or workplace can help close
the gap, please visit antar.org.au/
closethegap/extra-guidance-schools
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Mobile phone
ban in schools

Will it help
or hinder
students?
A new mobile phone ban in Australian schools aims to
curb classroom distraction and cyber bullying, but a
number of education academics warn the ban may do
more to hinder education than to help it. IE journalist
Mykeala Campanini investigates.
Instead of mobile phone bans, they say, governments
should be investing in educational programs to assist teachers
with maximising the potential of these devices.
The new policies regulating the use of mobile phones in
schools have been implemented in Victoria, Western Australia
and New South Wales, with Tasmania beginning their policy in
Term 2 this year.
The policies mean phones brought to school must be
switched off and stored securely during the school day,
aiming to provide a safer environment to learn without
distraction and reduce instances of cyber bullying.
Associate Professor Therese Keane of Swinburne University,
who is an expert on the use of technology and mobile devices
in schools, says it would be more productive for parents and
teachers to engage with students about ethical, safe and
efficient ways to use their phones.
“The ban is little more than a quick fix that will not
adequately address distraction in schools,” said Keane.
“A ban on mobile phones is a very easy policy for
governments to make, as it requires very little effort on their
behalf: it’s low hanging fruit.
“Any policy should give greater authority to teachers to
confidently use the technology to support teaching and
learning that takes place in the classroom such as taking
pictures, creating videos and using virtual reality.
“A mobile device used for instructional purposes can be
a powerful learning tool. Instead of mobile phone bans, the
government should be investing in educational programs to
assist teachers with maximising the potential of these devices.
“We need to provide a suitable learning environment for
students to manage their devices appropriately.”
Curbing cyber bullying
One of the major contributing factors to the introduction of
the new mobile phone ban was the issue of cyber bullying,
with state governments expressing they are hopeful the new
bans will reduce the prevalence of this online form of bullying
in Australian schools.
Professor Marilyn Campbell, a Professor in Education at the
Queensland University of Technology is an expert on cyber
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bullying and children’s mental health and expresses concern
over the effectiveness of the ban in curbing problematic
behaviour, in particular cyber bullying.
“Mobile phone bans have already been introduced in many
individual schools prior to this year but unfortunately there
has been no published research undertaken in Australia on
the impact this ban has already had on learning, teaching or
student mental health,” said Campbell.
“Neither has there been significant research published on
the consequences of bans in schools in other countries.
“Therefore, it is hard to predict exactly how this ban will play
out in a positive or negative way for all students or positive for
some aspects of students’ lives and negative for others.”
It does not seem that the widespread use of mobile phones
in schools has increased cyber bullying.
It is estimated that in Australia the prevalence of cyber
bullying has been relatively stable over the 15 years it has
been researched, even after mobile phones were introduced
around nine years ago.
“There has only been one study which has compared the
prevalence of cyber bullying over six months in schools where
mobile phones were banned and in schools where they were
not banned,” said Campbell.
“There was no difference in cyber bullying between these
schools. This result is probably because we know that most
cyber bullying is done after school while face to face bullying
happens during school hours.”
Professor Campbell said many adults believe that the physical
world is real life, but the virtual world is not, however young
people live a seamless off and online world, meaning cyber
bullying and face to face bullying are not mutually exclusive.
“Research has shown that of those students who are bullied 99
per cent are bullied both face to face and online while only one
per cent of those bullied are cyber bullied only,” said Campbell.
“Therefore, the question should be without their mobile
phones at school will face to face bullying increase? Face to
face bullying was in schools long before mobile phones and is
still more prevalent than cyber bullying.”
“Cyber bullying usually happens as a continuation of
playground bullying and this will still happen. Governments
need to provide funding for the implementation of evidencebased programs to counter cyber bullying instead of policies
such as a mobile phone ban that has no credible research as
to whether it will lead to student benefits or create unintended
harmful consequences.”

Mobile phones as a learning tool
Associate Professor Matt Bower is an Educational
Technology specialist with Macquarie University who said
many students who are responsible users of mobile phones
are disempowered by the blanket ban.
“There are all sorts of spontaneous and student-directed
learning opportunities that are lost by a blanket ban on
mobile phones, from searching the web for information as
questions arise, capturing a photo of a presentation slide,
contacting a peer for assistance, and so on,” said Bower.
“The many students who are responsible users of mobile
phones are actually at a disadvantage from this new mobile
phone ban policy.
“Ideally we would be helping children to become mature
and responsible users of mobile phones, especially by high
school we should aspire that our senior students are learning
the skills to ethically and appropriately use mobile devices for
learning purposes, because they will need these skills in the
workforce as well as in life in general.
“Mobile learning research has reported consistent learning
gains, for instance by providing more flexible access to
learning, enabling communication between team members,
facilitating more authentic and personalised catering to
learners with special needs, allowing students to capture
in-situ reflections (for instance, audio, video, photographic
records), and allowing learning gains through mobile and
augmented reality.
“Adults commonly look up information, keep memos, take a
photo if they want to remember, yet a blanket ban on mobile
phones denies students all of these benefits.”
Associate Professor Bower believes it would be more
effective for schools to be developing and implementing well
considered programs to teach children how to effectively self
regulate their technology use, rather than banning it outright.
“These programs could focus on productive uses of mobile
technology for learning, and the implications of unproductive
uses too,” said Bower.
“Students could be taught appropriate etiquette for
mobile phone use, such as switching them off when going
into a lesson if they weren’t required. It would be quite
straightforward to only prohibit the use of mobile phones
for those students who demonstrated that they were unable
to use their phones maturely, that way students would learn
to use their phones appropriately, and could gain from all of
their potential benefits.”

Teacher PD could be key
Associate Professor Bower said a crucial part of mobile
phone policies is giving teachers the discretion to allow the
use of mobile phones for targeted learning and teaching
activities and professional development (PD) for teachers in
this area is essential.
“There is an urgent need for professional development that
helps teachers learn how to maximise the benefits of mobile
phone usage in the classroom and avoid the potential pitfalls,”
said Bower.
“Teachers are working in an increasingly complex
environment with increasing responsibility, so it is important
that they are well equipped with the best strategies and skills
to manage mobile phone use effectively.
“Such PD could focus on how teachers can help students
self-regulate their use of mobile phones, the sorts of apps that
can be used in the classroom (and how to use them well), and
how to avoid problems such as student distraction, technical
issues, privacy and safety, and so on.
“This is so important because of the large range of
educational possibilities that mobile phones enable, such as
a host of educational apps, that would otherwise go to waste
with a blanket mobile phone ban.”
Education not exclusion is recommended
The consensus among many academics in the fields of
education, technology and cyber bullying is that more
instruction is needed for both students and teachers around
the successful way to use mobile technology in schools, rather
than a total ban.
In an ever-increasing digital world, the reality is that young
people will need to be competent in using mobile devices,
so ensuring they know how to do this as well as the etiquette
associated should be an essential part of student learning.
“Governments need to stop giving contradictory messages
to schools to concentrate only on the basics like increasing
standardised testing scores,” said Bower.
“They should instead fund evidenced-based programs
to give students the tools they need to benefit from this
technology.”
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In teaching
there is a
great saying:
“You must
Maslow
before you
can Bloom.”

Maslow before Bloom
It’s a wonderful play on words that brings together
two important theories in psychology; one is Abraham
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and the other Benjamin
Bloom’s Taxonomy. During and after the COVID-19 crisis
it’s a saying we need to remember more than ever.
Bloom’s theory is a hierarchy of learning objectives
increasing in complexity as the pyramid rises. It is a
fantastic tool used by educators across the world to
plan their units of work and assessments.
You can plan for the basic levels of knowledge and
comprehension to be reached before expecting students
to apply, analyse, synthesise and evaluate information. Of
course when students can achieve success at these higher
levels of the taxonomy, they are ‘blooming’ into their full
potential. It is a wonderful achievement for them and their
teachers to see this level of success. But there is a lot of
work to be done before such accomplishments and that
work is even harder during a global pandemic.
The COVID-19 crisis changed the world as we knew it. It
has especially changed one of the most important parts of
the modern world: the formal education system. Students
and teachers around the globe were forced to leave their
classrooms and retreat to their homes for their own safety.
Once at home, they were expected to continue their teaching
and learning. Students may have been expected to bloom,
as they did in the classroom, but now at home. Before you
continue teaching, however, remember that students must
Maslow before they can Bloom.
One of the basic tenets of education is that a learner has
to be ready to learn. The theory of Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs argues that people, such as our students, are unable
to reach their full potential, also known as ‘self-actualisation’,
until they have satisfied their needs at the other four levels
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in the hierarchy. Many teachers are excellent at ensuring all
their students’ needs are being met when they are at school,
so they can get on with the job of teaching and learning.
However, the COVID-19 crisis has turned our practices on
their head and it’s time to think again about how we can
ensure students are ready to learn before teaching them.
Physiological
The foundational level of the hierarchy is the all-important
physiological needs. It seems obvious that students will
need their basic human needs met before they can be
educated. They must have access to food, water, shelter
and adequate sleep. Unfortunately, some families have lost
their main source of income due to the mass closures and
lay-offs during these tumultuous times. These families may
be struggling to put food on the table. It is important to be
mindful of these very real challenges that our students and
families are experiencing due to the COVID-19 crisis before
relaying any learning expectations.
Ensure all your suggested learning activities and resources
are accessible by all students or provide alternatives to
ensure equity. Be flexible in your demands on families doing
it especially tough at this time. Even those families that are
well stocked with resources would have felt concern for their
personal safety during this crisis, and this brings us to the
next level in the hierarchy.
Safety
The global pandemic presented us with an invisible, fast
spreading and deadly disease, with no one 100 per cent
safe. Safety is a need that is second only to physiological
needs in Maslow’s hierarchy. If students don’t feel safe and
secure they will not be able to learn. Creating a safe and

secure classroom for your students seems like a walk in the
park compared with ensuring their safety during a global
pandemic. But there are things you can do. Ensure your
students and their families are armed with up-to-date and
accurate information about the pandemic and how to
stay safe. Teach your students skills and strategies; such
as washing their hands correctly and social distancing
when in public, to give them tools to stay safe.
There’s no need to cause panic but a calm, caring
and informed teacher can help many students and
families through a crisis. Self-isolating at home has
been one of the best ways to ensure the safety
and security of families during the pandemic.
However, human beings were not made for
isolation and this has posed a whole new set of
challenges, which brings us to the next level
in Maslow’s hierarchy.
Love and belonging
Students usually belong to a class. As
soon as they walk in the doors of their
classroom, even if they don’t participate,
just by being there, they belong to that
class. Great teachers foster amazing class
cultures behind their classroom doors and
students can even feel a sense of loyalty and pride for being
part of their class.
Remote learning during the COVID-19 crisis took that
sense of belonging away from our students. Students who
once learnt collaboratively in their classrooms, were alone
in their homes learning by themselves. It became your job,
as the teacher, to recreate that same sense of belonging for
your students through remote learning.
All students are different. Some may be fine during a crisis
and still find ways to connect with their teachers, friends
and family, while others may become completely isolated
and lose their sense of belonging and connection to their
school community. However, all students need to feel they
are valued class members before they can really reach their
full potential in their learning. You can always help students
achieve a sense of belonging by finding ways to connect
with each one of your students in a more personalised way.
Some students are very fortunate and have access to great
technology, they can participate in Zoom class meetings and
have Google classrooms set up online. However, we mustn’t
forget those who do not have access to such technology. A
phone call or a letter home will remind them they still belong
to this group.
Another of my favourite sayings in teaching is “students
don’t care how much you know until they know how much
you care”. During a crisis is the perfect time to show them
you care about them as humans and not just as students and
check in on their wellbeing. This may be harder for teachers
who teach across multiple classes and may have hundreds of
students. It’s important to work as a team and ensure there is
at least one teacher in your team checking on the wellbeing
of each group of students.
During the pandemic and its aftermath, if the only
thing you achieved as a teacher was fostering a sense of
belonging with your students, it is the most important thing
you could have done during this crisis. They will forever
remember the name of their teacher during the COVID-19
crisis because you made them feel like they belonged.
Once students are fed, safe and feel they belong, it is
all the easier for them to learn. They can then reach their
esteem needs and gain the confidence to face challenging
times. Only then can we reach the top of the hierarchy. Of
course, students can learn during these times; however, if we

ensure they Maslow before
they Bloom, they will be able
to strive to reach their full
potential and thrive during
testing times. Check in
with your students to see if
their needs are being met
before placing educational
expectations on them.
If they aren’t being met,
change your expectations
and see what you can do
to help. It is a time for
flexibility for everyone and
especially for teachers.
By Shabanum Buksh
Instagram:
@teachwithshab
Shab is an Australian
primary school teacher
with experience across
all grades, K-6. She is passionate
about maximising teacher impact, while also taking care of
teacher and student wellbeing. Shab is currently researching
how recent developments in psychology, neuroscience and
education can be used by teachers in their classrooms every
day.
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Lab technicians
enliven science
School science laboratories are
places of wonder and excitement
for students of all ages and stages.
It is exciting to see the dawning
of comprehension as a practical
application of the science curriculum
falls into place. School laboratories
are places where constant change
and the evolution of technology and
new understandings of the natural
world transform student learning.
Laboratory technicians are critical
to a vibrant and engaging delivery of
curriculum. Technicians have specific
knowledge and skills that enhance a
teacher’s capacity to enliven what some
students can find “a bit dry”. If talking
about forces during a physics lesson
has students losing focus, then going
onto the oval to see a metal rubbish
bin ripped apart in an explosion with
just some water and dry ice (subject to
strict risk assessment of course) gets
their attention back, asking questions.
Looking through a microscope at the

incredible alien looking life forms
found in stagnant water, gives them
a chance to engage in biological
concepts that are happening in many
of the cells in their own bodies. The
laboratory technician researches the
experiments, does risk assessments,
trials the experiments and often
demonstrates or helps students access
the activity.
IEU members, Kim Tynan and Shane
Critchley, share their experiences of
the complex, varied and interesting
role that helps bring science to life for
students.

Evolving technologies
Kim Tynan (pictured top right) is the
Laboratory Manager at Carey Baptist
Grammar School in Kew, Melbourne.
She talks of her journey to become
a school laboratory technician and
explains how with technology moving
so quickly, challenges and opportunities
abound.
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“After completing a degree in
Applied Science, I went on to do a PhD
in plant pathogen interactions and
completed research in this field for
several years both in South Australia
and Western Australia. I started a family
and decided to stay at home while they
were young. When I chose to continue
my working life, part time research
positions in my field here in Melbourne
were difficult to find and not easy to fit
around a young family, so I launched
into being a school lab technician.
“Over the years the introduction of
technology into the workplace has
changed the way we do things, mostly
for the better. We now do a lot more
reporting, undertake risk assessments
for every practical we prepare and that
the students complete. Equipment
audits are logged, chemical databases
updated annually. Computers have
allowed these tasks to be done more
efficiently and repeated easily.
“We use Pasco data logging software

and sensors for an increasing number
of practical classes both for IB and VCE
levels. Students are being trained in the
use of these with their own laptops and
we have some data recording devices.
“The application of this technology
is amazing, and they can measure
anything from the amount of carbon
dioxide in a reaction chamber, the pH
of a solution or the force of two objects
colliding just to mention a few. We are
also trying to introduce these sensors
at middle school level so students and
staff have a greater understanding
of what they can be used for and
how easily data can be collected with
technology.
“We find we are now required to
assist more with this use of technology,
especially during student design
periods when it is difficult for one
teacher to assist all students at once.
The complexity of experiments is
increasing each year which means our
role has changed since I first started
being a lab tech. For this reason, we
need to keep up to date with the
technology ourselves and how each
sensor can be utilised.
“Technology has been a great
leap forward for science education.
Being able to couple exciting and
applied contexts to curriculum
has enabled classes to have
great practical demonstrations
and experiments – or if too
dangerous YouTube clips of science
phenomena.”
Compliance and the school
laboratory
In years gone by there were
chemicals in school laboratories
that are now banned because they
are considered too dangerous or
hazardous to keep in the school
environment.
In the past there were explosions and
other experiments being carried out in
very unsafe ways – or not being able to

be run because it was dangerous. Over
time, with the introduction of the
Occupational Health and Safety
Act 2004 and its attendant regulations,
as well as the Dangerous Goods Act
and Hazardous Substances Regulations
– workplaces and classrooms are much
safer spaces to learn and work.
Shane Critchley (pictured above) from

Mercy Diocesan College in Coburg,
Melbourne started work in 1987 and
reflects on some of the changes the
legislation has wrought on the role of
the laboratory technician.
“The introduction of the Dangerous
Goods Legislation and Hazardous
Substances Regulations ensured
that there was full compliance with
the new legislation, and this involved a
lot of learning and a massive increase
in paperwork. A new challenge around
the corner was the introduction of
computers with their floppy discs, basic
programs and ability to store all our
files electronically.
“The ‘Internet’! What a revelation

that was. Some said that it would never
take off. How wrong they were. Gone
were the days of recording everything
with pen and paper or on floppy discs.
This was now the time for Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and risk
assessments.
“As part of making school
laboratories as safe as possible,
risk assessments were introduced.
These require teaching staff and
laboratory technicians to work together
to ensure that the experiment that is
planned is safe for students and staff
to perform. Laboratory technicians
have the expertise to assist in working
through a risk assessment that may
have quite a few chemicals coupled
with their reactions and the attendant
risks involved.
“MSDS are records for each chemical
in use anywhere in the world. Each
chemical has its own international
identification number and in Australia
manufacturers and suppliers must
produce an MSDS for chemicals they
supply. These inform the production
of the risk assessment and again, it is
part of the laboratory technician’s role
to interpret the MSDS and educate and
inform staff of possible risks.
“The changes in technology,
the attendant increase in new
and exciting experiments and
the need for individual studentdesigned experiments has increased
the challenges for laboratory staff".
Nowadays, the laboratory technician
has to be able to prepare 20 different
sets of equipment and material for
student-designed investigations for
each class at each year level, for every
subject.
“They must try to convince young
teachers that everything they see on
YouTube may not actually work or may
in fact be dangerous. They must know
about data loggers, DNA extraction,
PCR (Polymerase chain reaction),
electrophoresis, spectrophotometers
and more. Add to that the STEM
requirements, robotics and supporting
other faculties with their responsibilities
under the current legislation – and it’s a
rewarding and exciting role.”
It seems that as education propels
forward with advancing technologies,
changing compliance requirements
and assisting staff in delivering a
vibrant science curriculum, the school
laboratory technician is a highly skilled
and knowledgeable member of the
science faculty and has the capacity to
enhance student learning in a myriad
of different ways.
Compiled by Tracey Spiel, Education
Support Staff Officer for the IEU VicTas.
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An environment
of solidarity

As Australia emerges from the
proverbial frying pan of COVID-19,
we are leaping straight back into the
fire of anthropogenic climate change
and environmental degradation. IE
journalist Angus Hoy writes of the
challenges and opportunities facing
the union movement as we tackle
this global threat.
Growth of the movement
The global environmentalism
movement is at a crossroads. By
any measure, the state of the Earth
has never been more dire. While
the volume of conversation around
environmentalism and sustainability has
never been louder, and environmental
organisations are larger and more
sophisticated than ever before, the
state of the environment continues
to degrade.
Modelling has shown that the
2020 Coronavirus response is set
to cause the largest ever annual fall
in CO2 emissions – a reduction of
a whopping… 5.5%. This meagre
reduction is still greater than during
any previous economic crisis or period
of war.
While the COVID-19 pandemic
response has led to massively reduced
emissions by the transport sector,
research has shown the same cannot
be said for the electricity sector in
Australia.
In releasing The Australia Institute’s

National Energy Emissions Audit, the
report’s author Dr Hugh Saddler said,
“Given the disruptive nature of the
pandemic and its effect on sectors like
transport, it might surprise some that
the carbon emissions from electricity –
the polluting sector in Australia – have
been so small.”
Despite this, there are reports that
coal generators and retailers are using
the health crisis to lobby to slow down
reforms to the National Electricity
Market that would allow renewable
energy to compete against them.
The reality is that, according to the
United Nations Environment Program
and IPCC modelling, emissions need to
be cut by 7.6% every year to keep global
warming from surpassing 1.5 degrees
celsius above pre-industrial levels – the
threshold at which the most dangerous
climate threats become realised.
“The main issue is that people focus
way too much on people’s personal
footprints, and whether they fly or
not, without really dealing with the
structural things that really cause
carbon dioxide levels to go up,” said
Gavin Schmidt, a climatologist and
director of the NASA Goddard Institute
for Space Studies.
In other words, as summed up in a
viral Facebook post, “the people of earth
accidentally did a global experiment
to see if every individual could course
correct climate change through a
mass personal change of habits, and it
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turns out, no! We can’t! It was massive
corporate activity all along!”
The myth of individual personal
responsibility for climatic outcomes
appears to have been thoroughly
debunked. To conclude that there is
no place for individuals to engage
in grassroots action, however, is a
dangerous misinterpretation and
abdication of responsibility. Isolated
individuals acting alone cannot achieve
the necessary change, but individuals
coming together to create a collective
movement and voice are in with a
fighting chance. Unionists have long
known the power of organising like this.
Green bans: Jack Mundey
and Joe Owens
On 10 May 2020, the Australian
union movement mourned the passing
of an icon, Jack Mundey, who died at
the age of 90 in Sydney. Mundey was
an environmentalist, a social justice
activist and a staunch union leader,
widely celebrated for his internationally
pioneering role in the ‘green bans’
movement of the early 1970s.
Mundey, Secretary of the NSW
Builders Labourers Federation (BLF)
from 1968 to 1973, was followed
as Secretary by an equally strong
campaigner, Joe Owens, from 1973 to
1975. During the period of the Mundey
and Owens leadership, the union
forged alliances with local residents
across Sydney and NSW to impose

over 42 union bans on potential
construction sites in a bid to save sites
of environmental, social, and cultural
significance.
Mundey and Owens advocated for
unions’ obligation to act with a socially
responsible purpose extending beyond
wages and conditions to include:
social and environmental justice, the
struggles for women’s liberation,
Indigenous civil rights, LGBT equality,
and to advocate for the interests of
working class people.
Unions and communities
save iconic sites
The pioneering work of the NSW BLF,
in collaboration with local community
activists, helped Sydney retain much
of its inner city heritage buildings and
locations: scores of heritage buildings;
Kelly’s Bush Park in Hunters Hill; green
spaces; housing for the Aboriginal
community of Redfern; iconic sites of
The Rocks, Centennial Park, the Botanic
Gardens, Woolloomooloo and other
heritage areas across NSW. These
actions in turn inspired similar ‘green
bans’ across Australia.
In 1971 a group of women from
Hunters Hill were trying to save Kelly’s
Bush, the last remaining open space
in that area, after the developer AV
Jennings announced plans to build
luxury houses over the bushland.
Failing to find help from local council,
the local state member or the Premier,

the women approached the NSW BLF
for support. It is here that the 'green
bans' first gained traction.
The BLF asked the women to
demonstrate broad community
resistance to the destruction of Kelly’s
Bush. They called a public community
meeting attended by over 600
residents, who formally requested
the ban. This provided the BLF with a
mandate for the ban which, in rejecting
the employment opportunity presented
by the construction, technically went
against the immediate economic
interests of its members for the sake
of a wider community and
environmental interest.
After the developer declared it would
continue the development using nonunion labour, the BLF not only banned
work from that site but also walked
off the job on other AV Jennings sites
across the city.
Government became so alarmed by
the effectiveness of these acts of multi-site
solidarity that in 1977, under the Federal
Liberal Fraser Government, secondary
boycott laws were introduced in an
attempt to stop it from happening again.
Union movement today
The union movement today is not
as vigorously environmentalist as it
was in the 1970s. Government and
legal reforms, a fracturing of the
workplace power of unions due to
reduced membership density, as well

as social and economic factors have
caused many unions to retreat from
the position. Activism to protect public
spaces from rampant developers
continues, both with and without the
explicit support of unions, some of
today’s activists having learnt the trade
through participation or witnessing of
the ‘green bans’ of the 1970s.
The additional modern threat
of anthropogenic climate change
heightens the stakes of environmental
activism beyond those faced in the
1970s, while battles against rampant
development remain as relevant today
as they were back then.
In a recent history of The Greens in
Australia, Mundey criticised elements
of the union movement for their
failure to move with the times: “The
union movement now could be a real,
important instrument in the whole
ecological struggle, because the whole
question of global warming, the whole
questions of the environment, is on the
agenda for evermore.”
The Construction, Forestry, Maritime,
Mining and Energy Union (CFMMEU)
is the successor to the BLF. CFMMEU
National President Tony Maher has
laid out the union’s perspective on the
issue of the environment: “We’re not
environmental activists, that’s someone
else’s job,” said Maher. “We’ll never come
out and oppose a mine that creates jobs.”
This perspective, in stark contrast
to that of Mundey and the 'green
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bans' activists, is nevertheless
understandable. Many see a union’s
primary mandate as the immediate
wellbeing of their members and
communities. However, increasing
emissions from new coal projects
will make the planet uninhabitable
for communities around the world,
including those of regional coalminers
and their children.
Some unions still use their organising
might to advocate for climate justice
and an inhabitable future. The May
1 Movement, spearheaded by the
Maritime Union of Australia Sydney
branch, has adopted in its banner of
claims: “Climate Action”, alongside
“Workers’ Rights” and “Social Justice”.
Unions around the country are
adopting similar linguistic positions,
notably in broad union endorsements
of the global student-led “School
Strikes 4 Climate”.
A mandate for union-led
environmentalism
While Australia is still expanding
coal exports and building new mines
such as the Adani Carmichael project,
Germany, Europe’s biggest economy,
is phasing out its entire coal industry
for good. Thanks to strong union
participation, this process is being
achieved without a single worker being
sacked. Miners are offered new jobs or
an early retirement, and government
is delivering tens of billions of dollars
to coal regions to create new jobs and
industries in the transition.
Australia in 2020 unfortunately does
not share the luxury of time enjoyed
by Germany, who decided in 2007 to
begin the transition away from coal.
Any meaningful attempt to reduce
Australia’s carbon footprint to the
necessary levels would now be far
more abrupt and severe.
Despite this, it remains incumbent
on unions to keep operating as the
world’s largest social justice movement,
fighting for the interests and security
of workers around the world and of
generations to come. The effort, of
course, cannot rely solely on workers
making the difficult decision to
withdraw their labour, if there is no
viable proposed alternative ready to
assume the space.
A voice for workers
Most 1970s local councillors and
decision makers were likely motivated
less by greed and self-interest as much
as a failure of imagination; fatalistically
convinced of the inevitability of
unfettered development in pursuit
of short term economic advantage.
The true value of the 'green bans' was
not necessarily the physical reality of
construction being halted temporarily

but was instead in the time and space
that was created for conversation
and opposition from all relevant
stakeholders to be heard.
Mundey famously said: “Though we
want all our members employed, we
will not just become robots directed by
developer-builders who value the dollar
at the expense of the environment. More
and more, we are going to determine
which buildings we will build...”
A strongly articulated message
of social justice and fair transition is
a more constructive position than
the CFMMEU’s Queensland mining
division’s decision to declare it would
not back candidates, regardless of
party affiliation, who did not support a
future for central Queensland coal jobs
in the federal election last year.
Union leaders making these decisions
are in an unenviable position; a global
transition away from coal will most
significantly affect blue-collar workers
in regional areas. These workers must
be supported and protected on the
path to net-zero emissions. Unions and
their members are skilled and effective
campaigners, and effective grassroots
action and solidarity can still drive real
policy change. If union leadership is to
take the plunge and oppose new mining
and extraction developments, they
must be confident that policy makers,
community leaders and union rank-andfilers will be there with a viable and fully
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funded plan to not only keep them afloat
but help their communities thrive.
To quote Jack Mundey one final time,
in a rallying call for all unions across the
country: “It is no point winning great
wages and conditions if the world we
build chokes us to death.”
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TOP 10 TIPS
FOR KEEPING STUDENTS ON TASK

As a teacher, your ideas of time management may
not match up with those of your students. It can be
challenging to balance progressing through the
curriculum while creating a positive classroom that
supports student wellbeing, voice and choice. Daniel
Cohen of the Teacher Learning Network explores 10
ways to manage students’ behaviour and increase their
productivity.
Have a plan
Consider the problems you already know about and plan
ways to prevent them. Being mindful of what we already
know about our students, both inside and outside of school,
can help us understand what will help them stay on task.
Remember that our own feelings and emotions have an
impact on classroom dynamics. Focusing on our own triggers
and setting goals for what we aim to achieve will help focus
attention on the lesson at hand.
Clear expectations
There are many rules and expectations within school
environments for students and staff. Stating them clearly
ensures everyone understands the boundaries, and involving
students in discussions about classroom expectations will
create a sense of ownership and responsibility. Having clear
processes and consequences, both positive and negative,
means time doesn’t need to be spent debating issues. Plan
opportunities for students to have fun and collaborate so they
understand when it is OK and when it’s not.
Achievable goals
We often set big goals for ourselves and our students but
forget to look for smaller wins along the way. Setting a series
of smaller, achievable goals that build towards larger ones will
sustain focus. Consider the difficulty of any goal and factors
outside of school that impact on any particular student. Is the
goal too hard or inappropriate? Revisiting it and setting a new
one may be necessary.
Incorporate student interest
This doesn’t need to be big or spectacular. Try small
adjustments that incorporate the interests of one or two
students at a time. Any effort to make the classroom a little
more fun will help keep attention on the task at hand.
Early intervention
Early intervention can avoid escalation and major
disruptions. Take opportunities to intervene early and redirect
behaviour and attention. Look for signs that an issue is
brewing. Knowing your students and looking for their triggers
will allow you to recognise behaviours that indicate agitation.
Dealing with it early and helping students recognise the signs
themselves can help them take responsibility for their actions
and stay on task.

Behaviour management plan
Identify in writing what students can do to calm down when
they get agitated. Include an action, a location and a time
limit. For example, “do some drawing on the classroom steps
for five minutes” or “get a drink from the taps next to the office
for three minutes”. Allow students to select their own methods
of calming down. Strategies for calming down and focusing
should be a part of classroom culture rather than an extra
thing imposed on certain students. This way everyone can
make good choices about staying focused on their work.
Encourage ownership and belonging
Every student deserves to feel they belong at school and
in the classroom, and a welcoming teacher is an important
influence. There are subtle ways to do this: display students’
work around the room; create a seating plan that allows
students to interact; plan opportunities for students to work in
groups that enable them to socialise while being productive.
Clear strategies to address issues
Dealing effectively with issues as they arise prevents them
escalating into difficult situations. Adopt a clear procedure
that everyone understands and avoids the whole class being
disrupted. For example, students can notify the teacher of an
issue by writing on a sticky note and putting it on the board.
A meeting process with defined roles will ensure everyone
can have their say and the issue remains in focus. Stick to facts
rather than unrelated personal commentary.
Student voice and student choice
Students want to be heard and involved in decisions
about their day. The lack of opportunity for this can lead to
frustration and disruption. Offer choice where possible; for
example, topic selection and deciding whether work is to
be completed on paper or a computer. Communicate clear
boundaries around the choices students can make. Having
open and honest discussions with them can be challenging
but can also lead to effective collaboration and greater
engagement.
Check in with students
Most children don’t often get to decide much of what
happens to them, so they tend to appreciate when people
show an interest in their lives. Simply asking how they are
indicates support. Teachers are role models, so demonstrate
the behaviours you’d like to see from the students. Show
an interest in their lives and keep promises. Share your own
stories, where appropriate, if you want students to share
stories with you. Most importantly, look for ways to have fun.
Daniel Cohen is the Program and Systems Co-ordinator for
the Teacher Learning Network (TLN).
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STRONG
W MEN

Our professional and industrial history
In the words of a recent headline,
“Why does it take a crisis to recognise
these women?” Within the context of
COVID-19 there has been a greater
focus on sections of the workforce
that are comprised mainly of women
– health, community services,
education and retail.
As IEUA members will be aware from
the union’s Equal Remuneration Order
case on behalf of early childhood
teachers, unfortunately much of this
work has been undervalued, under
appreciated and underpaid.
If there is a positive to come out of
the critical period of COVID-19, then it
may be how we rethink and celebrate
this work and how we better value and
remunerate the women who work in
these areas.
This year also marks the 25th
anniversary of the Beijing Platform for
Action for women and it was intended
to be a year to recognise achievements
and to acknowledge the challenges
going forward. Instead COVID-19 has
forced a refocus on gender equity gains
and the issues for women into
the future.
Reflecting on the past century
While it is certainly important to
reflect on the past 25 years, it is also
appropriate to consider the gains for
Australian women and their unions, at
work and in the community, over the
century since the last major pandemic,
the ‘Spanish Flu.’
Back in 1920 – although ‘white’
Australian women had the vote
since 1902 and the first stirrings
of International Women’s Day had
occurred – no women had yet been
elected to Federal Parliament, women’s
wages were at 54 per cent of the male
rate and there was still a ban on married
women working in the public service.

Inspirational women leaders such as
Muriel Matters, a courageous activist
and teacher born in Adelaide in
1877, had been making a significant
contribution to women’s rights. In 1910
Matters secured a resolution from
the Australian Senate to the British
Prime Minister outlining the benefits
of the vote for Australian women. In
education, Matters campaigned for
the education of the poor and was an
advocate for the Montessori educational
approach.
As for women in the non government
education sector, they were beginning
to organise with initiatives in various
states to engage with their own unions
and with the broader union and feminist
movements.
In Queensland, beginning with the
foundation of the Assistant Mistresses
Association in 1920, the now IEUA-QNT
has fought for the rights of working
women to be paid fairly and equally, to
be treated respectfully in the classroom
and beyond, and to be recognised
as leaders of the profession. In the
1980s the Working Rights of Women
Committee (WROW) was formed by
a number of outstanding women
activists, one of whom, Norma
Nicholson, has been described by
the current IEUA-QNT Secretary Terry
Burke as having “redefined the agenda
of our union at the time.”
In NSW and ACT, female teachers
at private girls’ schools became active
to join with male colleagues to form
in 1966 the Assistant Masters and
Mistresses Association which became
the Independent Teachers Association in
1972. At about that time, current IEUA
NSW/ACT Officer, Liz Finlay, was actively
involved with teachers in Catholic
schools gaining industrial rights,
including payment for co-ordinators.
While the struggle for pay equity
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remains ongoing, especially in the early
childhood education sector, at the
national level between the 1950s and
the 1970s, union women were at the
forefront of the campaign for equal pay.
Gains made towards equal pay
Unfortunately, it took a long time
for women in Australia to receive
equal pay, with over 25 years from
a UN Convention of 1951 until the
various equal pay decisions by the
Australian Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission in the early 1970s. These
steps included:
In 1951 a convention by the
International Labour Organisation of the
United Nations recommended “equal
remuneration for men and women
workers for work of equal value… with a
view to providing a classification of jobs
without regard to sex.”
In 1960 equal pay for work of equal
value was awarded, although specifically
female work was not included.
In 1969 the Australian Council of
Trade Unions (ACTU) ran a test case
to remove the 25 per cent difference
between pay rates. The Commission
ruled that women should begin to
receive 85 per cent of the male wage.
In 1972 the Arbitration Commission
awarded equal pay - 100 per cent of
the male wage. The decision meant that
women who were performing the same
work as men should get the same award
rate of pay. There could no longer be
lower female rates for the same job. The
Commission’s decision automatically
applied to women under federal awards
but only covered about 40 per cent of
women in the workforce. This resulted in
campaigning by unions to change the
various state awards too – a complicated
process because claims had to be
formally heard on a state by state basis.
In 1973, after the election of the

Whitlam Government, the Commission
set a minimum wage for all adults and in
1974 it dropped the concept of ‘family
support’ as part of the wage system.
Some IEU members will have
particular memories of union women
equal pay activists campaigning
in Melbourne outside Trades Hall
and the Conciliation and Arbitration
Commission in the 1960s and 1970s.
Melbourne based activist Anna Stewart,
remembered today through the Anna
Stewart Memorial Project for training
for women in unions, campaigned to
have sexual harassment recognised as
an industrial issue and also assisted with
the ACTU’s Maternity Leave Test Case
which in 1969 gained 12 months unpaid
maternity leave.
Today in Victoria ‘We Are Union
Women’, with strong engagement by
IEUA VicTas Branch women members,
continues to play a major role in
advocating for women’s rights at work
(including ‘WRAW Chats’) and especially
in countering gendered violence.
Since the gains of the 1970s, women
in all IEUA Branches have campaigned
for paid parental leave, flexible work
arrangement options for parents and
carers, pay equity, safe and respectful
workplaces, and to end unfair
exemptions in anti-discrimination laws.
Campaigning with other unions
IEUA women were involved in
achieving Australia’s first national paid
parental leave scheme, which was
introduced by the Gillard Government
in 2011, and in contributing to the
recent Inquiry by the Australian
Human Rights Commission into Sexual
Harassment in Australian Workplaces.
Strong IEUA women members join with
other union women in events such as
International Women’s Day, Equal Pay
Day and the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women.
There is also a strong engagement
by IEUA women in broader campaigns
in support of the rights of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Australians,
for refugees and asylum seekers, for the
LGBTQI community and for action on
climate change.
While women’s committees,
conferences and forums have long
been a feature at Branch levels, the IEUA
National Women and Equity Committee
held its first Building Our Leadership
Development (BOLD) Conference in
Canberra in 2017 and held a second
Conference at Manly in Sydney in 2019.
The national BOLD group continues to
engage with members via webinars,
a Facebook group and a BOLD
newsletter. At this challenging time, the
BOLD program provides opportunities
for IEUA women to develop, empower
and lead.

“There is also a
strong engagement
by IEUA women in
broader campaigns
in support of the
rights of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait
Islander Australians,
for refugees and
asylum seekers,
for the LGBTIQ
community and for
action on climate
change.”
Again, within the context of COVID-19,
what are the key issues for IEUA women
and their union going forward? The
pandemic has deepened pre-existing
inequalities, exposing vulnerabilities
in social, political and economic
structures. In IEUA Branches, this has
been seen in the impact on support
staff, casual employees and on the
early childhood education sector, all
of which affect mainly women. The
union in NSW, Victoria, South Australia
and Queensland have been actively
campaigning against stand downs
of staff, and have taken cases to the
Fair Work Commission where it was
necessary and appropriate.
Some vulnerabilities include:
• the overall greater economic
insecurity of women
• the gender pay gap (currently
13.9 per cent) and generally lower
superannuation balances for women;
thus greater long term adverse impact
of accessing superannuation early
• inequalities in regard to expectations
around unpaid domestic and
care work

• gendered violence in the home and
the workplace.
IEUA Assistant Secretary Christine
Cooper said recently in IEU Speaks
on COVID19 is not Gender Neutral:
“COVID-19 presents governments
with an opportunity to effect systemic
changes that could protect women from
bearing the heaviest brunt of shocks like
these in the future. As union members,
we must campaign for this to occur. By
campaigning for women and girls to
be placed at the centre of economies,
we can fundamentally support a more
rapid recovery, drive better and more
sustainable development outcomes for
all and set communities on the path to
achieve gender equality.”
Pam Smith, Assistant Secretary IEUA
NSW/ACT, with thanks to Christine
Cooper, Caryl Rosser, Therese
O'Loughlin and Louise Firrell for their
invaluable research and contributions.
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Carmen m
contribut
Carmen Anders is a proud
union member and the Head of
Languages at St Rita’s College
in Brisbane, Queensland. Last
year she was awarded for her
Outstanding Contribution to
Language Learning by the
Modern Language Teachers’
Association of Queensland. She
discusses the value of language
teaching, unionism and the
teaching profession with IE
journalist Jessica Willis.
Carmen has been teaching since
1999 at St Rita’s College and has been
the Head of Languages for the past
nine years.
She teaches German and Japanese
and prior to her appointment as
Head of Languages, also taught
mathematics – having graduated with
a double major in pure mathematics
and a Diploma of Education in
German and Japanese Studies from
The University of Queensland.
Under her leadership, the languages
program at the college has increased
from three to six teachers, with 68 per
cent of students in Years 7-10 and
33 per cent of those in Years 11-12
learning another language.
“I am German and migrated to
Australia, so German is my native
language,” Carmen said.
“I decided to go into teaching – and
be a language teacher – because I
would help my high school friends
with their German schoolwork and
found that I loved helping them.
“I thought, ‘oh, this might be my
career!’.”
High value of language teaching
Carmen is incredibly passionate
about language teaching because
students are usually self-motivated
which can make lessons fun.
“For starters, students choose
to take the subject and be in your
classroom,” Carmen said.
“This means most students are very
self motivated and ready to learn. You
can make it fun and real, especially by
incorporating online technology into
lessons.
“For example, we can be looking at
food and I can ask students to look up
a grocery store in Berlin, find certain
groceries and ask them to calculate how
many euros needed to cover them.
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makes outstanding
tion as teacher and leader
“We can look at cameras set up in Berlin streets and see
what people are doing during their day. We can listen
to German radio during class and see what topics of
conversations students can pick up.
“Activities like these are so much more effective than just
using a textbook. It makes it very real and fun for everyone;
sometimes it feels like we are actually in Germany or Japan
and not in an Australian classroom. It is also great when we
are able to take students overseas and be totally immersed
in the language and culture.”
Carmen said she believes that sometimes language
teaching in Australia is overlooked for other subjects such as
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM);
however, she believes it should be valued just as much.
“I believe teaching languages is just as important as other
subjects such as science and mathematics,” Carmen said.
“Learning languages can lead to jobs and careers and
lives anywhere in the world. Not only do we teach the core
language, but we look at the cultures, traditions and histories
associated with the language.
“Language students can become much more tolerant of
other cultures because they start to recognise differences
and similarities with their own culture which is a first step
towards accepting people who are different from yourself.”
In addition to providing professional and career
advantages and giving people better social skills, knowledge
of more than one language has also been associated with:
• better reasoning, problem solving skills and creativity
• helping people deal with unknown and unfamiliar
situations
• delaying the onset of dementia
• boosting academic outcomes, and
• ability to access a broader amount of education and 		
information.
Outstanding contribution to language learning
Carmen’s teaching was recognised in 2019 when she was
awarded for her Outstanding Contribution to Language
Learning by the Modern Language Teachers’ Association of
Queensland.
The award is only given out once every ten years and
recipients must be nominated by fellow language teachers.
“I feel quite honoured and proud to have received the award
and I take it as a ‘thank you’ for my work over the last 30 years.
“I feel society doesn’t often recognise the hard work
that the teaching profession is. It’s not a 9-3 job; we work
weekends, afternoons and into the nights to prepare lessons
and work on certain things.
During the learning at home period in Term 2, Carmen
believed that more people were starting to notice and
appreciate the teaching profession a bit more. “Being
nominated and recognised for my work makes it all worth it,”
Carmen said.
Union community
Carmen has been an IEU member since she first started
teaching and was an active chapter representative at her
college for five years.
“I’ve learnt a lot being a part of our union, including how to
negotiate,” Carmen said.

“[Our union] has always been very supportive and
understanding and helped to answer any questions I’ve had.
And, knowing I’ve got the legal support – if I ever do need it
– is very reassuring as a teacher,” she said.
Carmen also said that knowing she had the collective
union community behind her throughout her career has
been comforting.
“You know you aren’t alone, especially if a situation
necessitates collectively demonstrating how we feel or
speaking up; you’ve got that whole union support and that
means a lot. It means you are not alone; you are together.”
When asked about advice for members thinking about
taking a more active role in our union – whether it be
through joining committees, taking on leadership positions
or becoming a chapter representative – Carmen said being
honest and ensuring you listen are key.
Many members may hesitate to take on these positions
from fear or uncertainty in how they will be perceived by
their colleagues and their school leadership team.
“What I learned is to be honest with leadership,” Carmen said.
“My leadership team know I am an honest person and
therefore they were supportive of me [when I was a chapter
representative]. You need to be upfront and actively listen to
your colleagues. It’s also important to be approachable and
remember there’s two sides to every story.
“I enjoyed being a chapter rep; it meant I got to know my
colleagues at the school and have made a lot of friendships
through it.”
A bright future in teaching
Reflecting on the teaching profession, Carmen focuses
on the joy that learning brings to students and encourages
people to go into teaching.
“The teaching profession is a great job and an excellent
profession even though teachers are not always recognised. I
highly recommend people consider the teaching profession
because it is so worthwhile and rewarding. You can see the
difference you make for students every single day.”
One such past student of Carmen’s, Gerri Budd, was
inspired to study German and then become a teacher herself
after experiencing Carmen’s enthusiasm for teaching.
“Ms Anders was the reason I chose to study German in
high school,” Gerri said.
“I was originally going to study Japanese but by some
miracle, our class had Ms Anders for a cover lesson and her
passion for her language and enthusiasm convinced me to
change that day.
“I then studied German for five years with Ms Anders and
although I wasn’t the best and struggled sometimes, her
friendly, engaging demeanour and rapport with students
made German one of my favourite subjects.
“Being a teacher now myself, I endeavour to treat my
students the way Ms Anders treated us – with kindness,
empathy and respect.”
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Trauma-aware education:

New guidelines
for a systemic
approach
Over the past few years, more and more schools and
systems have been integrating trauma-aware ideas and
practices into their work with students, particularly those
who have lived through complex trauma. Most recently,
a collaboration between the Queensland University of
Technology and the Australian Childhood Foundation has
produced a systematic guide to trauma-aware education.
This straightforward and succinct 10 step guideline,
entitled National Guidelines for Trauma-Awareness
Education, aims to assist in embedding these practices at
all levels of education. It aims to build ‘systemic support’.
The new guidelines are underpinned by the firm,
evidence-based belief that trauma-aware education can
enhance the education experience of students living with
the outcomes of complex trauma; it can achieve reparative
outcomes for students, minimise behaviour concerns, lessen
the use of suspension and exclusion, enhance the support
and educational achievement of students living in out-ofhome care, and promote the personal and professional
wellbeing and attrition rates of educators, and minimise long
term, large scale personal and economic burden associated
with unresolved complex trauma.
These guidelines offer a systematic process to ensure all
educators are aware of the premises underpinning traumaaware education. As the guidelines elaborate, “trauma-aware
education is not an extra body of work or responsibility
for teachers and school leaders”. Rather it is a systematic
approach where all educators are supported to engage in
trauma-aware practice.
What is trauma?
The National Guidelines document states that there is now
clear evidence (particularly from the field of neuroscience)
that complex trauma can have a detrimental impact on
learning and educational pathways due to the harmful
impact of toxic stress on developing nervous systems. It
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highlights that this neurological impact can impair the
capacity for effective relationships and for emotional
regulation, which can lead to behavioural and learning
complexities that place young people at increased risk of
suspension, exclusion and disengagement from schooling.
If not addressed, the effects of complex trauma can
extend into adulthood and can lead to intergenerational
transmission of this type of trauma.
The useful NSW Department of Education resource
Trauma-informed practice in schools: An explainer, provides a
definition which both explains trauma and also distinguishes
between the terms ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ trauma.
A commonly used definition of trauma is “individual
trauma results from an event, series of events, or set of
circumstances that is experienced by an individual as
physically or emotionally harmful or life threatening and has
lasting adverse effects on the individual’s functioning and
mental, physical, social, emotional or spiritual wellbeing”.
(Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
2014, SAMHSA’s concept of trauma and guidance for a
trauma-informed approach p7)
Further explained is that trauma can be categorised as either
‘simple’ or ‘complex’. Simple trauma may result from a single
incident that is life threatening or has the potential to cause
serious injury, for example a car accident. Complex trauma may
arise as a response to usually multiple incidents of interpersonal
threat and/or violence, for example, neglect, abuse, bullying,
domestic violence, rape, war poverty and imprisonment. When
complex trauma occurs in childhood, it is usually referred to
in the literature as ‘developmental trauma’. Ongoing traumatic
stress on the brain in childhood may create difficulties with
learning and memory, sense of self, focus and concentration,
physiological responses, self regulation and coping, and the
ability to form positive relationships (DeCandia, Guarino and
Clervil 2014; Harris 2017).

National Guidelines for
Trauma-Aware Education
Ten guidelines for schools and early childhood services

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Training processes are needed to ensure leaders of schools and programs are trauma-aware! It is agreed that:
A. Effective trauma-aware practice relies on effective leadership within education settings.
B. Leaders who are not aware of the impacts of complex childhood trauma on children and
adolescents and the means to address the impacts, are far less likely to support and lead traumaaware schooling thinking and processes.
C. Leaders who are trauma-informed are far more likely to recognise the benefits of trauma-aware
schooling and support educational reform in their schools or programs.
Schools/programs should engage in high quality whole-of-staff training in trauma-aware schooling
A. The mode and intensity of training may be dependent on school/program requirements and available
training structures. However, this should not limit or deny school/program access to training.
B. Where possible, education sectors (districts, regions, dioceses, etc.) should develop internal training
structures to provide capacity building activity to schools/programs.
C. Where needed, schools/programs can access accredited external providers to provide training and support
that integrates the knowledge of trauma-aware approaches with the educational context. These training
programs should incorporate sustainability measures to enable the ongoing application of trauma-aware
schooling practices.
Schools/programs should identify students living in out-of-home care and ensure that trauma-aware processes
are available to enhance the support and education of these students, working towards a positive educational
trajectory for these children and young people.
Schools/programs should acknowledge that there are students in most schools who are not living in out-ofhome care but who are still living with the outcomes of complex trauma and that some of these students remain
unidentified. Therefore, trauma-aware practices should be inclusive of all children and young people in the
education setting as a means for supporting all students.
Schools/programs should develop constructive working relationships with parents and carers of students who
are living with the outcomes of complex trauma. This includes organisations overseeing residential care
programs.
Schools/programs should develop constructive working relationships with local child and adolescent support
agencies and specialists who provide services to their students. Schools/programs should be prepared to take a
leadership role in these collaborative opportunities where required.
Children and young people should be involved in the design and evaluation of activities and supports that seek
to meet their needs. The participation of children and young people in active feedback processes meet children’s
rights principles as well as have therapeutic benefit. This could include retrospective input from past students who
are now adults.
Whole-of-school/program frameworks should be implemented that:

8

•
•
•
•
•

address the needs of students living with the outcomes of complex trauma
are also appropriate for and supportive of all students
are protective of the professional and personal wellbeing of educators
build capacity in the resilience of educators
are inclusive of all adult staff members within the school (including front office staff, education support staff, etc)
to ensure consistency of practice.

9

Schools/programs should acknowledge the potential impact that supporting traumatised children and young
people can have on educators and other school personnel and should implement measures to provide support,
supervision and reflective practice to address such impact. It is proposed that this will minimise concerns with
educator attrition rates and address concerns with the impact that supporting these students can have on the
personal and professional wellbeing of educators.

10

Policies developed by individual schools and early childhood services should be reviewed to identify and
address elements that might enhance or hinder trauma-aware schooling. It is vital that behaviour management
policy is examined in this light.
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Ten guidelines for education systems

1
2
3
4
5

Training processes are needed to ensure leaders of education systems are trauma-aware! It is agreed that
effective trauma-aware education practice relies on informed and supportive system leadership to develop policy
and funding frameworks to support and resource the embedding of trauma-aware practice in education systems.
Education system law and policy should be reviewed to identify and address elements that might enhance or
hinder trauma-aware schooling.
The embedding of a trauma-aware approach at a system level should be supported by a long term
implementation strategy and change management approach that is committed to by governing bodies and by
government.
Embedding a trauma-aware approach at a system level should take account of the cultural and geographic
diversity of Australian states and territories, as well as the varying needs of schools/programs and communities.
A trauma-aware approach should be developed in consultation with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples and leaders to ensure the cultural strength of the approach for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students.
Particular consideration is needed for (but not limited to) education settings:

6
7
8
9

•

in remote locations

•

that have boarding accommodations

•

that offer alternative or specialist education programs

•

with students from refugee backgrounds

•

with students living in out-of-home care

•

with students with disabilities

•

servicing students living with mental health concerns.

Cross-agency (whole of government and non government) funding and staffing of training and support programs
should be investigated and negotiated as a cost effective strategy for enhancing outcomes for students accessing
a number of services.
Collaborations between education systems and Australian universities and other tertiary training programs should
be explored to help with pre-service and post-graduate training provision, resource development, program
evaluation and further research.
Trauma-aware principles and implementation strategies should be incorporated into pre-service training and
ongoing professional development for school educators and support practitioners (including psychologists,
counsellors or therapists; teacher aides, chaplains; and school-based nurses and police officers, etc).
Education reform in the area of trauma-aware schooling should be quarantined from political and
leadership change.

Artwork by Nicola Hooper

Report compiled by Cathy Hickey, Assistant Secretary, Independent Education Union Victoria Tasmania,
with thanks to Queensland University of Technology and the
Australian Childhood Foundation for their summary and National Guidelines infographics.
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GIVEAWAYS
Cunning Crow
Author Gregg Driese is a gifted artist,
storyteller and musician, a descendant
of the Kamilaroi and Euahlayi people of
south-west Queensland and north-west
New South Wales.
Way back, before ‘once upon a time’,
there was the Dreamtime when all the
birds were white. One of those white
birds was a crow called Waan. One
day a big storm came through and a
magnificent rainbow appeared. When
the birds passed through the rainbow,
one by one, their feathers took on its
beautiful colours. Waan flew through the
rainbow too and his feathers became a
beautiful red and orange. But Waan was
jealous of the other birds. He wanted
to be more beautifully coloured than
anyone. So Waan hatched a cunning
plan. But things did not go the way
Waan wanted...
"Cunning Crow is inspired by a
very old story about the opal on my
Grandmother’s Country. It reminds
us about beauty, about embracing
differences, about not judging others’
appearances and being content with
who we are," Gregg Dreise explained.

The Big World
of Fun Facts
Talk Under Water
Author Kathryn Lomer is an Australian
novelist, short story writer and poet. She
currently lives in Hobart in her native
Tasmania.
Will and Summer meet online
and strike up a friendship based on
coincidence. Summer lives in Will's old
hometown, Kettering, a small Tasmanian
coastal community. Summer isn't telling
the whole truth about herself, but figures
it doesn't matter if they never see each
other in person, right?
When Will returns to Kettering, the
two finally meet and Summer can no
longer hide her secret – she is deaf. Can
Summer and Will find a way to be friends
in person even though they speak a
completely different language?

The Big World of Fun Facts from Lonely
Planet Kids is a bumper book of amazing
facts and stories from around the world.
From countries, food and folklore to
sports, flags, animals and more, this fun
and fascinating adventure will boggle
your mind.
Themes to explore include:
• Nations of the world
• Nature
• Government, politics and the law
• People and culture
• Life stages
• Religion and faith
• Food and drink
• Holiday and celebrations
• School and work
• Arts and entertainment
• Sports and games
• Transportation and communications

The IEUA makes these three ‘giveaway’ books available to members. To go in the draw, submit an email entry with the ‘giveaway’
you would like. In your email subject line write the title of the book you would like, then in the body of the email write your
membership number and postal address. All entries should be sent to giveaways@ieu.asn.au by 1 September 2020.
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WE’RE ALL
IN THIS
TOGETHER

Creating brighter futures.

As we move cautiously back to ‘normal’, it’s important that we all
work together to create a strong, positive future. Super funds like
NGS Super are part of that rebuilding process, investing in things
that create jobs and keep businesses going.
Of course, our key focus is helping you towards the retirement you deserve. You’ve been a crucial
part of keeping Australia functioning through these challenging times and you may be wondering
what lies ahead. We’re here to help you with the information you may need, whether it’s about your
investment options, insurance or retirement planning.
Visit ngssuper.com.au. And to find out more about how we can help you make informed choices
now and into the future, please call 1300 133 177 or visit ngssuper.com.au/advice

ngssuper.com.au
1300 133 177
division
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